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ABSTRACT: The current in-service conscientious objector program serves enduring purposes in the U.S. military. The current program, however, is fundamentally flawed and does not effectively serve the nation or the military. The current program is burdened by overly broad standards and inefficient procedures; both of which contribute to unfairness, inaccuracy, a lack of uniformity, and the potential for interfering with military readiness. This thesis proposes an alternative standard for evaluating claims of conscientious objection and different procedures for investigating such claims. These proposals will redress the flaws in the existing program while continuing to serve the underlying purposes for an in-service conscientious objector program.
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Consistent with the national policy to recognize the claims of bonafide conscientious objectors in the military service, an application for classification as a conscientious objector may be approved for any individual:

1. Who is conscientiously opposed to participation in war in any form.
2. Whose opposition is founded on religious training and beliefs; and
3. Whose position is sincere and deeply held.¹

I. INTRODUCTION

The Department of Defense, through a directive published August 20, 1971, authorized military personnel who develop conscientious objections to military service to apply for discharge or noncombatant duty.² Nevertheless, this directive regulating in-service conscientious objectors, like any vehicle built in the 1960's and last serviced in 1971, is in need of a serious overhaul. It contains standards and procedures that were designed to accommodate a military shaped by the draft, not a volunteer force. It incorporates judicially created definitions and standards that, instead of interpreting legislative intent, ignored legislative intent. It stands as an unchanged monument to the military and the law relating to the military as those institutions existed in 1971: untouched by subsequent changes in the law; unaffected by the massive restructuring of

¹ 32 C.F.R. § 75.5(a) (1992); DEP'T OF DEFENSE, DIRECTIVE 1300.6, CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS, para. V.A. (Aug. 20, 1971).
United States armed forces themselves; and unconcerned by the ongoing, fundamental reshaping of United States defense policy.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze critically the law of the in-service conscientious objector and suggest changes to the Department of Defense directive that established the in-service conscientious objector program. The paper will review the history, development, and present application of the law governing the in-service conscientious objector. The paper then will analyze the weaknesses of the current law and suggest ways to address those weaknesses, discussing the legal and policy justifications supporting these suggested changes.

Recent publicity concerning in-service conscientious objectors and proposed legislation addressing the issue demonstrate that the analysis in this paper is not merely an academic exercise. The nation's mobilization and war effort in operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm focused the nation's attention on the military and on military issues that largely had lay dormant for most of the twenty years since the end of United States involvement in the war in Vietnam.

One of the military issues to generate attention was the controversy over the in-service conscientious objector. The nation's first large-scale deployment of forces since the Vietnam War generated a surge in applications for conscientious objector status by military personnel. Cases of soldiers who refused orders or who refused to deploy

---

3 The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs compiled the following statistics as of January 2, 1992:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>CO Applications (DoD-wide)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FY 1989</td>
<td>147 (120 approved)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 1990</td>
<td>214 (152 approved, 48 disapproved, 14 returned or discharged before completion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 1991</td>
<td>401 (221 approved, 141 disapproved, 39 withdrawn or pending final action)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
overseas citing conscientious objections to service generated national press coverage.\textsuperscript{4}

Service personnel denied conscientious objector discharges challenged that decision in the federal courts.\textsuperscript{5}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{verbatim}
Memorandum from Lieutenant Colonel Doug Hart, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs to Major William D. Palmer, pp. 2-3 (Jan. 2, 1992) (on file with author). The number of applications received by the Army during the last five years breaks down as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Memorandum from Colonel Duane Lempke, Dep't of the Army, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, Special Review Boards to Major William D. Palmer, pp. 2-4 (Feb. 9, 1993) (on file with the author).

\textsuperscript{4} See Elizabeth Hudson, Army Doctor Continues Hunger Strike: Citing Conscience, He Seeks Discharge, WASH. POST, Dec. 13, 1990, at A44 (describing Army Captain Jeffrey Wiggins' efforts to make himself useless to the Army after the Army and a Federal court refused to grant him a conscientious objector discharge); Peter Applebome, Epilogue to Gulf War: 25 Marines Face Prison, N.Y. TIMES, May 1, 1991, at A5 (reporting the pending court-martial cases involving Marines who refused to deploy with their units and who claimed they did so based on conscientious objections); Rorie Sherman, War Is Not Over For "COs", THE NAT'L L. J., Aug. 5, 1991, at 1 (relating the circumstances and legal arguments of the Marines convicted at court-martial of military offenses relating to their refusal to deploy because of claimed conscientious objections to service).

\end{verbatim}
\end{footnotesize}
The visibility the conscientious objector issue gained during the Gulf War led to criticism of the current Department of Defense policy as being insufficiently protective of soldiers' interests. This new-found visibility also led to proposed legislation in the 102nd Congress that would have codified and broadened the protections and rights of the in-service conscientious objector. This legislation would have expanded the bases for claiming conscientious objector status and significantly added to the military's administrative burdens in accommodating and adjudicating conscientious objector claims.

But the current public debate concerning the proper treatment of the in-service conscientious objector fails to address the most fundamental questions surrounding the issue. What is the role of an in-service conscientious objector program in an all-volunteer force? Is it appropriate that the nation relies on an in-service conscientious objector program which is a product of the Vietnam war era law of conscientious objector exemptions from the draft? What are the implications for in-service conscientious objection policy of the ongoing restructuring of our military forces and national defense policy? The paper will address these fundamental issues and conclude that while the in-service conscientious objector program serves an important function, like the 1960's model car designed and built for the needs of its time, the in-service conscientious objector program must be overhauled to meet the demands of the vastly different world it faces today.

---

II. HISTORY OF THE IN-SERVICE CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR

The current policy toward in-service conscientious objectors is the latest expression of a national tradition to exempt from compulsory military service citizens who, because of their religious beliefs, conscientiously oppose military service. The history of the in-service conscientious objector, as contrasted with the conscientious objector to compelled or conscripted service, is relatively short. Nevertheless, even though the in-service conscientious objector program is recent, it shares the heritage of the larger and far older tradition of accommodating conscientious objectors to compulsory military service. Reviewing the history of this tradition serves two purposes in this paper. This history demonstrates the development of the nation's policy of accommodating conscientious objection to compelled military service. This history also demonstrates the limitations Congress consistently sought to impose on any exemption from compulsory military service based on conscientious objections.

The colonial period saw mixed responses by the individual colonies to the conscientious objector. Some colonies excused objectors from compulsory service in the militias, while other colonies forced conscientious objectors to choose between fidelity to their religious beliefs and heavy taxes, fines, or even prison. Early in the American Revolution the Continental Congress adopted a resolution recognizing and respecting conscientious objections to compulsory service in the state militias when such objections arose from religious beliefs. This resolution, however, also encouraged these

---

7 SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM, SPECIAL MONOGRAPH NO. 11, VOL. I, CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTION 29 (1950) [hereinafter MONOGRAPH]; STEPHEN M. KOHN, JAILED FOR PEACE 6 (1986).
conscientious objectors to, "contribute liberally in this time of national calamity" and offer whatever services they were able consistent with their religious principles.  

The Civil War period saw the first examples of national conscription and the first affirmation of the concept of exemption from national military service because of religious-based conscientious objections to such service. Individual states had enacted conscientious objection exemptions to compulsory service in the militias that, at least arguably, did not require a religious basis to qualify for the exemption. The national government, however, had not addressed the matter since the Revolutionary War, during which it had addressed only conscientious objections based on religious principles.

After several years of unsatisfactory experience with draft laws that made no provision for Quakers and others having conscientious objections to military service, Congress passed a new draft act in 1864 containing an exemption for conscientious objectors. This exemption was limited to only those members of religious

---

8 The full text of the July 18, 1775 resolution read as follows:
As there are some people who from Religious Principles cannot bear arms in any case, this Congress intends no Violence to their Consciences, but earnestly recommends it to them to Contribute Liberally, in this time of national calamity, to the relief of their distressed Brethren in the several Colonies, and to do all other services to their oppressed country, which they can consistently with their Religious Principles.
MONOGRAPH, supra note 7, at 33-34.

9 The Maryland constitutional convention of July 1776 passed a resolution directing the convention committees to consider distinguishing between conscientious objectors who fail to enroll in the militia because of religiously based conscientious objections and those whose objections were based on other motives. Before the Civil War, the states of Pennsylvania, Alabama, Texas, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, and Indiana adopted conscientious objector exemptions from compulsory militia service in their state constitutions. These exemptions did not specify that the conscientious objections must be religiously based. Id. at 37, 39-40.

denominations whose religious tenets forbad the bearing of arms who had conducted themselves in a manner consistent with such beliefs.\textsuperscript{11} Furthermore, the exemption applied to combatant military service only. Therefore conscientious objectors were subject to the draft, but served in noncombatant roles only.\textsuperscript{12}

The Confederate Congress also made provision in its conscription policies for the religious conscientious objector. Beginning in April 1862, the Confederate Congress assumed authority over the military draft and, later that same year, provided an exemption which lasted for the duration of the war for members of named pacifist denominations, provided that such persons furnished substitutes or paid a tax.\textsuperscript{13}

Accordingly, both sides in the Civil War granted exemptions from compulsory service for conscientious objectors whose religions forbad them from participating in combat.

Congress again authorized a draft to support the United States' effort in World War I and, as it did with the Civil War draft laws, authorized a noncombatant

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{11} The exemption read as follows: \\
\textit{And be it further enacted}, That members of religious denominations, who shall by oath or affirmation declare that they are conscientiously opposed to the bearing of arms, and who are prohibited from doing so by the rules and articles of faith and practice of said religious denominations, shall, when drafted into the military service, be considered noncombatants, and shall be assigned by the Secretary of War to duty in the hospitals, or to the care of freedmen, or shall pay the sum of three hundred dollars to such person as the Secretary of War shall designate to receive it, to be applied to the benefit of the sick and wounded soldiers: \textit{Provided}, That no person shall be entitled to the benefit of the provisions of this section unless his declaration of conscientious scruples against bearing arms shall be supported by satisfactory evidence that his deportment has been uniformly consistent with such declaration. \\
\textit{Id.}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{12} \textit{Id.}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{13} \textit{MONOGRAPH, supra} note 7, at 45-47.
\end{flushright}
exemption for conscientious objectors belonging to pacifist denominations. Of the 2,810,296 men inducted under this draft law, local boards certified 56,830 claims for noncombatant service under the conscientious objector exemption. Ultimately, Congress authorized the military to furlough enlisted men from military control and the Secretary of War used this authority to furlough conscientious objectors who objected to military service of any kind to work in agriculture and industry.

Although the draft law limited the noncombatant exemption to members of pacifist sects, the Adjutant General of the Army broadened the exemption’s coverage to include those who possessed “personal scruples against war.” This was the first--and, until the Supreme Court interpreted the exemption broadly beginning in the 1960s, the only--example of the federal government granting an exemption to conscientious objectors whose objections may not have been based on religious belief. Congress did not authorize exemptions for this broader category under the 1917 Act and the subsequent history of the conscientious objector exemption from the draft reveal that Congress consistently has refused to extend the draft law’s conscientious objector exemption beyond those objections based on religious belief.

When Congress passed the Selective Training and Service Act of 1940 in response to the expanding wars in Europe and Asia, it included an exemption for

---


16 Act of March 16, 1918, ch. 23, 40 Stat. 450 (1918); MONOGRAPH, supra note 7, at 59.

17 MONOGRAPH, supra note 7, at 55.
This act, while still limited to those subject to conscription, as opposed to soldiers already serving in the armed forces, contained four significant changes from the conscientious objector exemptions in prior draft laws. The law extended eligibility for conscientious objector status to persons whose objections were based on "religious training and belief" instead of limiting eligibility to pacifist sects only. The law permitted an applicant to appeal a denial of his claim by the local board. The 1940 Act also authorized alternative civilian service for conscientious objectors so that they never would be inducted into the military. Finally, this alternative service was not subject to military control or supervision.

The Selective Service System created by the 1940 Act processed 34,506,923 registrants, of whom approximately 72,000 received or were eligible for conscientious objector status.

President Truman requested, and Congress approved, the nation's first true peacetime draft in 1948. This law retained the conscientious objector exemption from the 1940 Act with the addition of a definition of the requirement that a registrant's

---

19 Id.
20 Id.
21 Id.
22 Id.
23 MONOGRAPH, supra note 7, at 314-15.
conscientious objections derive from "religious training and belief." The Act defined this requirement as "an individual's belief in relation to a Supreme Being involving duties superior to those arising from any human relation . . . ." Congress amended the 1948 Act with the Universal Military Training and Service Act of 1951, but did not change the conscientious objector exemption. Accordingly, the 1948 Act's exemption remained in effect into the era of the United States involvement in the war in Vietnam. Congress again amended the 1948 Act in the Military Selective Service Act of 1967. The 1967 amendment included the conscientious objector exemption, but without the reference to a "Supreme Being." The 1948 Act, as amended, continues to be the draft law on which our current Selective Service System is based, but authority to draft registrants under this law expired on July 1, 1973.

The entire history of conscientious objector law outlined above does not, however, address the in-service conscientious objector. Each time Congress acted to authorize a conscientious exemption to military service, it granted that exemption in the context of compelled military service—that is, a draft. Neither the current draft law nor any of its predecessors ever provided a means for the soldier serving on active duty to

25 Id. at § 6(j), 62 Stat. at 612-13.
apply for a change in duties or a discharge because of his or her conscientious objections to continued military service.

The Department of Defense first acted to accommodate the interests of the in-service conscientious objector in 1951 when it promulgated a directive authorizing reassignments to noncombatant duties for soldiers conscientiously opposed to further combatant service.30 In 1962, the Department of Defense issued a superseding directive providing a mechanism for active-duty soldiers possessing religiously based conscientious objections to continued service to either seek transfers to noncombat service or a discharge from the military.31 The current version of this mechanism is a Department of Defense Directive codified in the Code of Federal Regulations with implementing regulations in each of the services.32 Thus, the law creating the in-service conscientious objector program is a creature of executive branch rule-making, rather than an act of Congress.

Although the in-service conscientious objector program is not legislatively created, the law of conscientious objection arising from the Selective Service Act has influenced greatly the development and application of the in-service conscientious objector program. The Department of Defense directive at one time explicitly stated that the

---

30 DEP'T OF DEFENSE, DIRECTIVE NO. 1315.1, (June 18, 1951).


same standards used to determine conscientious objector status of Selective Service System registrants would apply to in-service claimants. The United States Supreme Court relied on this language to find that the standards found in the Selective Service Act's conscientious objector exemption, as construed by the courts, are the same standards that apply to the case of the in-service objector. The current directive incorporates concepts in its definitions and standards that were derived from case law interpreting similar provisions in the draft law conscientious objector exemption, such as the definition of "religious training and belief".

Consequently, the military's current program authorizing applications for reassignments or discharge on the basis of conscientious objections to military service continues a national tradition of accommodating religious conscientious objections. This

---

33 Since it is in the national interest to judge all claims of conscientious objection by the same standards, whether made before or after entering military service, Selective Service System standards used in determining [conscientious objector status] of draft registrants prior to induction shall apply to servicemen who claim conscientious objection after entering the military service. DEP'T OF DEFENSE, DIRECTIVE NO. 1300.6, CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS (May 10, 1968), superseded by DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, DIRECTIVE NO. 1300.6, CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS (Aug. 20, 1971) (codified at 32 C.F.R. § 75 (1992)).

34 Gillette v. United States, 401 U.S. 437, 442 (1971); see also Ehlert v. U.S., 402 U.S. 99, 107 (1971) (stating that the Court's decision is predicated on its understanding that either the local draft board or the military would provide a claimant with a full opportunity to present a conscientious objection claim and that the same criteria would apply to an in-service conscientious objection claim as to a claim under the Selective Service Act).

35 See, e.g., 32 C.F.R. § 75(C) (defining "religious training and belief," in part, as "a sincere and meaningful belief which occupies in the life of the possessor a place parallel to that held by the God of another" which is a near quote of Justice Clark's standard for the Selective Service Act's provision requiring "religious training and belief," as "a sincere and meaningful belief which occupies in the life of its possessor a place parallel to that filled by the god of those admittedly qualifying for the exemption. . .." United States v. Seeger, 380 U.S. 163, 176 (1965)).
program, while separate from the longer history of the draft-based conscientious objector programs, draws its basic policy and fundamental standards from that history.

III. THE CURRENT IN-SERVICE CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR PROGRAM

The Department of Defense directive concerning in-service conscientious objectors accomplishes three purposes. It establishes an in-service program implementing the national policy of respecting religious-based conscientious objections to military service. In addition, it outlines the standards for evaluating conscientious objector claims—standards that derive from the draft law conscientious objector exemption. Finally, it specifies the responsibilities of the soldier applying for conscientious objector status and of the military as it investigates that claim.

A. Standards Applicable to the In-Service Conscientious Objector

The in-service conscientious objector program borrows all of its principle definitions and standards from the standards created by Congress for the draft law conscientious objector exemption or created by the courts in interpreting that exemption. The directive defines "conscientious objection" as "A firm, fixed and sincere objection to participation in war of any form or the bearing of arms, by reason of religious training and belief."36 This definition incorporates the basic principles of the

36 32 C.F.R. § 75.3(a).
Selective Service conscientious objection section that exempts any person "from combatant training and service in the armed forces of the United States who, by reason of religious training and belief is conscientiously opposed to participation in war in any form."37

The directive incorporates these principles into its statement of the criteria for qualification for reassignment or discharge under the in-service conscientious objector program. The military services may approve an application for conscientious objector status for any soldier:

(1) Who is conscientiously opposed to participation in war in any form;

(2) Whose opposition is based on religious training and beliefs; and

(3) Whose position is sincere and deeply held.38

The first criterion comes directly from the statutory definition of conscientious objection and has been enforced rigorously by courts reviewing conscientious objection cases.39 The second and third criteria, however, have been influenced heavily by judicial interpretation of the draft law conscientious objector exemption.

The second criterion, like the first, comes directly from the statutory definition of conscientious objection, but the Supreme Court has adopted an expansive interpretation

38 32 C.F.R. § 75.5(a).
39 Gillette, 401 U.S. at 441-47.
of the concept "religious training and belief." In United States v. Seeger,\textsuperscript{40} and later in Welsh v. United States,\textsuperscript{41} the Court interpreted the phrase to embrace more than what one might consider traditional notions of "religion." Seeger concluded that "religious training and belief," while still excluding personal moral codes and political or sociological considerations, embraces a "sincere and meaningful belief which occupies in the life of its possessor a place parallel to that filled by the God of those admittedly qualifying for the exemption . . . .\textsuperscript{42} Welsh abandoned any remaining reliance on traditional concepts of religion in the context of conscientious objection by holding that purely moral or ethical beliefs--or even essentially political, sociological, or philosophical views--may qualify as "religious training or belief" under the Seeger formula.\textsuperscript{43} The directive subsequently incorporated these judicial interpretations into its definition of "religious training and belief."\textsuperscript{44}

\textsuperscript{40} Seeger, 380 U.S. at 176.


\textsuperscript{42} Seeger, 380 U.S. at 176.

\textsuperscript{43} Welsh, 398 U.S. at 340-343.

\textsuperscript{44} The directive's definition includes concepts from both Seeger and Welsh: (b) Religious training and belief. Belief in an external power or being or deeply held moral or ethical belief, to which all else is subordinate or upon which all else is ultimately dependent, and which has the power or force to affect moral well-being. The external power or being need not be of an orthodox deity, but may be a sincere and meaningful belief which occupies in the life of its possessor a place parallel to that filled by the God of another, or in the case of deeply held moral or ethical beliefs, a belief held with the strength and devotion of traditional religious conviction. The term "religious training and belief" may include solely moral or ethical beliefs even though the applicant himself may not characterize these beliefs as "religious" in the traditional sense, or may expressly characterize them as not religious. The term "religious training and belief" does not include a belief which rests solely
Finally, the third criterion is not found in the statutory program, but has been adopted by the courts as an implied requirement for conscientious objector status. Once the applicant demonstrates a conscientious objection to war in any form based on "religious training and belief," the remaining issue becomes whether the applicant is sincere in this belief.\textsuperscript{45}

Thus, each of the three criteria used by the in-service conscientious objector program to evaluate conscientious objector claims--each of which incorporates concepts that constitute the heart of the in-service program--come directly from the draft law conscientious objection exemption.

Likewise, the classification scheme used in the in-service program tracks the scheme developed in the draft law exemption. The directive classifies conscientious objectors as one of two types: Class 1-A-O objectors whose conscientious objections prevent them from combatant service, but would permit noncombatant service; and Class 1-O objectors whose conscientious objections preclude any military service.\textsuperscript{46} These classifications track the categories found in the Selective Service regulations classifying registrants under that program.\textsuperscript{47} The in-service conscientious objector program, though established as a Department of Defense regulatory program, relies upon the law of conscientious objection in the draft context for the program's substantive definitions and criteria.

\textsuperscript{45} Witmer v. United States, 348 U.S. 375, 381 (1955).

\textsuperscript{46} 32 C.F.R. § 75.3(a)(1), (2).

\textsuperscript{47} 32 C.F.R. §§ 1630.11, 1630.16.
B. Policies and Procedures Under the In-Service Conscientious Objection Program

The Department of Defense policy concerning in-service conscientious objection begins with the statement that administrative discharge prior to completion of an obligated term of active duty because of conscientious objections is discretionary with the service involved.48 The military will grant conscientious objector status under the program, and either release a soldier from military duty or restrict duties "... to the extent practicable and equitable ..." but only when these actions would be consistent with military effectiveness and efficiency.49 By its terms, the in-service conscientious objector program does not create a regulatory right to conscientious objector status.

The directive includes the significant limitation that soldiers who possessed conscientious objection beliefs prior to entering active duty are not eligible for conscientious objector status under this program.50 The directive, however, qualifies this limitation by disallowing these claims only when the individual failed to claim exemption under the Selective Service System or was denied status under the Selective Service System.51 This qualification is meaningless since the Selective Service System currently does not accept or process claims for conscientious objector status under the draft law. The individual services have attempted to remedy this defect in their implementing

48 32 C.F.R. § 75.4(a).
49 Id.
50 Id. § 75.4(a)(1).
51 Id.
regulations. The service regulations state that they will deny claims when the claimant possessed the beliefs prior to entry on active duty and failed to present a claim for status prior to dispatch of the notice of induction, enlistment, or appointment.\textsuperscript{52}

The military service investigates each conscientious objector claim separately to determine whether the claimant satisfies the three criteria for conscientious objector status.\textsuperscript{53} The claimant bears the burden of proving by clear and convincing evidence that he or she satisfies these three criteria.\textsuperscript{54}

The directive outlines specific procedures an applicant and the military service must follow in submitting and processing a claim for conscientious objector status. The claimant must provide specific personal information in support of his or her claim and is entitled to submit any additional matters he or she believes would be helpful in supporting the claim.\textsuperscript{55} The directive requires an interview of the claimant by a chaplain, who must submit a written opinion of the basis of the claim and of the claimant's sincerity and depth of conviction.\textsuperscript{56} The directive also requires an interview by a psychiatrist, who must submit a report of psychiatric evaluation to determine whether the claimant possesses any emotional or personality disorder that would warrant disposition through medical channels.\textsuperscript{57}

\textsuperscript{52} See AR 600-43, \textit{supra} note 32, para. 1-7.

\textsuperscript{53} See \textit{supra} note 36; 32 C.F.R. §§ 75.4(b), 75.5(a).

\textsuperscript{54} \textit{Id.} § 75.5(d).

\textsuperscript{55} \textit{Id.} §§ 75.6(a), 75.9.

\textsuperscript{56} \textit{Id.} § 75.6(c).

\textsuperscript{57} \textit{Id.}
Once the claimant has submitted an application for conscientious objector status and the required interview reports are completed, a commander designated by the service regulation will appoint an investigating officer outside the claimant’s chain of command.\textsuperscript{58} The investigating officer will conduct an informal hearing whose purpose is to give the claimant an opportunity to present evidence, to generate a complete record of relevant information, and to facilitate an informed recommendation by the investigating officer and an informed decision by the final decision authority.\textsuperscript{59} The claimant may be represented by counsel he or she procures, may present any evidence including written statements and testimony of witnesses, and may question witnesses called by the investigating officer.\textsuperscript{60} The investigating officer may receive any evidence relevant to the claim.\textsuperscript{61}

Once the investigation is complete, the investigating officer must complete a report of investigation. This report must include all statements and other material assembled, a summary of the hearing testimony, the investigating officer’s conclusions and reasons for those conclusions concerning the basis and sincerity of the claimant’s stated conscientious objections, and a recommendation for disposition of the claim.\textsuperscript{62} The investigating officer forwards the report of investigation through command channels to the approval authority.

\textsuperscript{58} Id. \textsection 75.6(d).

\textsuperscript{59} Id. \textsection 75.6(d)(2).

\textsuperscript{60} Id.

\textsuperscript{61} Id.

\textsuperscript{62} Id. \textsection 75.6(d)(3).
The services have adopted different approval authorities for conscientious objector claims. The Army permits general court-martial convening authorities to approve applications for noncombatant status, while a department-level panel of officers (Conscientious Objector Review Board) must review all claims for discharge and claims denied by the general court-martial convening authority. The Marine Corps and the Air Force use similar boards as final decision authorities in conscientious objector cases, while the Navy assigns this responsibility to the Chief of Personnel.

Pending the final decision on a conscientious objector claim and to the extent practical, the military service must make every effort to assign the claimant to duties that will conflict as little as possible with the claimant's stated beliefs. Nevertheless, the claimant remains subject to military orders and discipline pending a final decision on the claim. The military will grant a discharge for the convenience of the government to claimants whose request for discharge as a conscientious objector is approved by the decision authority. The type of discharge issued will depend on the claimant's military record and service standards for classification of discharges. Claimants assigned to noncombatant duties based upon an approved claim of conscientious objection and those

---

63 AR 600-43, supra note 32, at para. 2-8.

64 Telephone interview with Mr. Jack Perrago, Investigator, Government Accounting Office (Feb. 11, 1993) [hereinafter GAO interview] During late 1992 and early 1993, Mr. Perrago was conducting a review of the Dep't of Defense conscientious objector program at the direction of the House Committee on Armed Services.

65 32 C.F.R. § 75.6(h).

66 Id.

67 Id. § 75.7.

68 Id.
denied their claims remain subject to military control and discipline and will be expected
to perform assigned duties. 69 Finally, commanders may return without action second or
subsequent claims based upon essentially the same evidence or asserted beliefs as in
previous claims. 70

This overview demonstrates how the directive accomplished three essential
purposes. It established an in-service conscientious objector program consistent with
national policy respecting religious-based conscientious objections. Furthermore, it
established standards to evaluate claims of conscientious objection. Finally, it identified
the responsibilities of the claimant and the military department in submitting and
adjudicating the claim.

Nevertheless, the directive, as currently configured, does not reflect the changes
that have occurred in the military and in the law as it relates to the military over the
past twenty years. In addition, the directive fails to account for the continuing and
fundamental restructuring in the nation’s defense policy and military forces. These
changes require the military to reexamine the in-service conscientious objector program.
President Clinton’s words addressing the need for restructuring the government in other
contexts apply with equal force in evaluating the in-service conscientious objector
program: “We must start thinking about tomorrow.” 71

69 Id.

70 Id. § 75.5(g).

71 President William J. Clinton, Address to a joint Session of the U.S. Congress
(Feb. 17, 1993).
IV. DOES A CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR PROGRAM HAVE A PLACE IN A VOLUNTEER FORCE?

One reasonably might wonder about the logic of providing a program that allows soldiers who voluntarily join the military to seek reassignment or discharge based on sincerely held conscientious objections to further military service. Although the concept of providing a conscientious objector program to volunteers may seem counterintuitive at first glance, several enduring justifications support such a program.

A. Justifications for Continuing an In-Service Conscientious Objector Program in the Volunteer Force.

As the history of the in-service conscientious objector program demonstrated, Congress has repeatedly expressed its conviction that those whose religious beliefs preclude them from engaging in military service ought to be exempt from compulsory military service. The Department of Defense directive restates this tradition as "... a national policy to recognize the claims of bona fide conscientious objectors in the military service. . .." 72 This policy gives expression to deeply held national values and recognizes some pragmatic issues.

Exempting religious conscientious objectors from military service comports with the nation's commitment to religious freedom. This is particularly true when religious beliefs conflict with actions directed by the government, such as killing, which can

72 32 C.F.R. § 75.5(a).
challenge individuals' most fundamental values and beliefs. Providing an exemption for conscientious objectors furthers two values central to the national identity: the libertarian ideal of respecting individual differences, especially those founded on religious belief; and the democratic ideal of tolerating varied ideas and opinions.

A policy recognizing religious conscientious objections to military service also recognizes some pragmatic issues that accompany such beliefs. Soldiers who harbor deeply held, conscientious objections to military service will tend to have difficulty serving successfully and may hurt the morale of other soldiers in the unit. Furthermore, devoting the military's training efforts and resources to those soldiers who are most able to contribute to the military mission simply makes sense.

These considerations favoring a conscientious objector program are present even in a volunteer force. Although the vast majority of persons having conscientious objections to military service will avoid conflict with those beliefs by simply not entering the military, soldiers can develop such objections after entering the military.

The majority of persons joining the military do so in their late teens and early twenties at a time when their belief systems are being formed. This fact, along with the many benefits they seek from a military career, can lead to their not realizing the

---


75 Telephone interview with Colonel Duane Lempke, Assistant President, Department of the Army Conscientious Objector Review Board (Mar. 1, 1993) [hereinafter Lempke interview].

76 GAO interview, *supra* note 64.
full implications of military service until after they have been in uniform for some time and their belief systems have had time to mature.\textsuperscript{77} In other instances, soldiers experience mid-life changes, such as marriage to a spouse belonging to a different religious faith or joining a church. These events lead them to adopt, as their own, beliefs that are inconsistent with continued military service.\textsuperscript{78} Both circumstances demonstrate how soldiers can find themselves in situations in which changes in their belief systems conflict with continued military service.

B. Examining the Arguments Against an In-Service Conscientious Objector Program in the Volunteer Force

Naturally, several arguments militate against providing an exemption for conscientious objectors. Professor Kent Greenawalt, in a detailed analysis of selective conscientious objection, identified the principle arguments against an exemption for conscientious objectors as follows:

A) It is unjust to excuse selected individuals from a general obligation, particularly one which exposes those not excused to danger or significant hardship.

\textsuperscript{77} \textit{Id.}; Lempke interview, \textit{supra} note 75.

\textsuperscript{78} Telephone interview with Captain Flora D. Darpino, Army Litigation Attorney (Mar. 1, 1993) [hereinafter Darpino interview] Captain Darpino was the Judge Advocate Officer member of the Department of the Army Conscientious Objector Review Board for approximately two years including the periods before, during and after Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm.
B) Those not exempted may perceive themselves as victims of an injustice and their morale may suffer.

C) An exemption may interfere with the nation's ability to draw sufficient manpower for the military mission.

D) Defining the class of persons eligible for exemption and determining sincerity will be so difficult that administering the exemption program will be unfair.

E) Allowing the exemption will undermine the government's moral authority to wage war and encourage other claims for relief from governmental obligations because of conscientious objections.⁷⁹

Most of these arguments against a conscientious objector program, however, are unpersuasive when applied to the United States' experience with the in-service conscientious objector program.

Addressing the first two of Greenawalt's arguments against an exemption, the history of congressional support for a conscientious objection exemption demonstrates a broad consensus that the nation ought to exempt religious-based conscientious objectors from compulsory military service.⁸⁰ Extending a similar exemption to in-service conscientious objectors who develop their beliefs while serving in the military would be consistent with this national consensus. This consensus shows a willingness to tolerate the injustice that results from exempting certain individuals from participating in "the

⁷⁹ Greenawalt, *supra* note 73, at 48.

⁸⁰ See *supra* section II; see also Greenawalt, *supra* note 73, at 48 ("[T]his society has a substantial consensus that [conscientious objectors] should not be conscripted."); Douglas Sturm, *Constitutionalism and Conscientiousness: The Dignity of Objection to Military Service*, 1 J. LAW & REL. 265, 267 (1983) ("[T]he principle of exempting those conscientiously opposed to war from military service is a long-standing and deep-seated tradition of the American republic.").
common defense so long as the exemption furthers a respected national value such as religious freedom. In addition, concern over the injustice of excusing some from further service is arguably less pressing in a volunteer force in which the society at large is not placed in jeopardy of being required to serve in the place of one exempted under the conscientious objector policy.

Greenawalt’s third objection—that an exemption creates military manpower problems—has not presented a problem in the in-service program. The in-service conscientious objector program, even as broadened by judicial opinions, has not posed a threat to military readiness. The numbers of soldiers applying for conscientious objector status under the program as it is currently structured has never been statistically significant.

---

81 U.S. CONST. preamble.

82 See MONOGRAPH, supra note 7, at 5.

83 Telephone interview with Colonel (ret.) Tyler Tugwell, former President, Department of the Army Conscientious Objector Review Board (Mar. 2, 1993) [hereinafter Tugwell interview]; GAO interview, supra note 64.

84 During the height of the Vietnam War and during Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm, the number of applications spiked significantly. Nevertheless, they never constituted a statistically significant portion of the military force. See supra note 3 (listing statistics reported for conscientious objector claims before, during and after Desert Shield/Desert Storm). The Army recorded the following figures for in-service conscientious objector claims during the years 1961-1971:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Approvals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On the other hand, two different circumstances could lead to readiness problems. First, as the military force shrinks, it becomes more vulnerable to unplanned personnel losses, particularly from among key personnel. Second, if the current program were changed to loosen its eligibility criteria, past experience would not be useful in predicting the possible impact on readiness and the program could pose a threat to military readiness.

The fourth objection Greenawalt raises to providing an exemption has posed problems in the past and continues to pose real difficulties. Defining the class of soldiers eligible for the in-service exemption has proven exceedingly difficult and, as a result, very controversial.85 Similarly, administering the program has proven difficult and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1970</th>
<th>1971</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1106</td>
<td>1525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>357</td>
<td>879</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


has led to inconsistency at the level of the hearing officer investigating the claim\textsuperscript{86} and to charges of unfairness.\textsuperscript{87}

As to Greenawalt's final two objections to an exemption, little evidence supports the conclusion that past exemption programs have detracted from the government's moral force to wage war. Although the war in Vietnam became immensely unpopular, many factors influenced public opinion against that war effort far more than the fact that several hundred soldiers were discharged, or that even several thousand selective service registrants were exempted, from military service annually on grounds of conscientious objection to military service.\textsuperscript{88} Active conscientious objector programs in both the United States and Great Britain during World War II did not seem to undercut the moral authority of these governments in waging that war.\textsuperscript{89}

Finally, the fact that the United States exempts conscientious objectors from continued military service apparently has not weakened the nation's ability to deny other, similar claims for exemption not supported by a similar national consensus. Recent cases have denied exemptions from tax laws and controlled substance laws even

\textsuperscript{86} Interview with Captain Sean Freeman, United States Marine Corps, Student at the Judge Advocate Officer Graduate Course, in Charlottesville, VA (Feb. 10, 1993) [hereinafter Freeman interview] Captain Freeman served as an investigating officer in a conscientious objector case at Camp Pendleton, CA. Telephone interview with Major Diana Moore, Army Litigation Attorney (Feb. 3, 1993) [hereinafter Moore interview] Major Moore served as the Army's litigator before the federal courts trying lawsuits which challenged the Army's denial of conscientious objector status. Darpino interview supra note 78.

\textsuperscript{87} Seng, supra note 74, at 135, 150.

\textsuperscript{88} See supra note 84 (reporting figures of in-service objectors discharged during the Vietnam war period); Greenawalt, supra note 73, 49 (commenting on the low percentage of registrants exempted under the conscientious objector exemption).

\textsuperscript{89} See Monograph, supra note 7, at 1, 5; Greenawalt, supra note 73, at 56-57.
when the affected individuals claimed that religious-based conscientious objections supported their actions.\textsuperscript{90}

An in-service conscientious objector policy serves several purposes, even in a volunteer force. Although this discussion demonstrates that drawbacks to adopting such a program exist, the purposes it serves endure.

An in-service conscientious objector program continues a longstanding national policy to recognize religious-based conscientious objection to military service, thereby supporting the national values of religious freedom, individual liberty, and democratic pluralism. An in-service conscientious objector program acknowledges and avoids the difficulties inherent in attempting to coerce military service from an individual whose deeply-held religious beliefs preclude such service. Finally, an in-service conscientious objector program acknowledges the reality of change in people’s belief systems that sometimes can lead to religious conflicts with continued military service.

Consequently, an in-service conscientious objector program is desirable, if not necessary, for deeply-held national policy reasons and to acknowledge the fact that people can change in significant ways during a military career. Nevertheless, the current program runs afoul of several of the arguments for and against exempting conscientious objectors from military service.

\textsuperscript{90} United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252 (1982) (upholding the obligation of members of the Old Order Amish to pay Social Security taxes even though doing so violates their religious-based beliefs); Oregon v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872 (1990) (upholding state’s controlled substances law even against claims of religious exemptions for ceremonial purposes); Nelson v. United States, 796 F.2d 164 (6th Cir. 1986) (upholding the government’s prosecution of a “war tax” protestors in the face of his claimed conscientious objections to his taxes being used for military purposes).
The next section analyzes the ways in which the current program falls short both in meeting the need for such a program and in avoiding the arguments against having such a program. First, the current program is overinclusive, thereby exempting soldiers whose claimed beliefs fall outside the national consensus concerning what justifies an exemption. Second, the current program's overinclusivity could lead to readiness problems as the military shrinks and redefines its mission. Third, the current program poses administrative problems caused, in part, by obscure definitions and standards that have not changed even though the military and applicable law have changed. Finally, the current program fosters a perception of unfairness when sincere objectors benefit from military education or training only to receive a discharge before the military receives the benefit of their newly acquired skills.

V. ANALYZING WHERE THE CURRENT IN-SERVICE CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR PROGRAM FAILS AND PROPOSING A "FIX"

A. The Problem of Being Overinclusive or "Religious Training and Belief" as a Standardless Standard

The requirement that conscientious objections arise from religious training and belief has been a central requirement imposed by Congress throughout the history of the exemption. This requirement is consistent with the national tradition of respect for deeply held religious convictions, even when members of the majority may not understand or approve of them. This requirement is also central to the national consensus that tolerates the injustice of releasing some from a period of obligated
military service that they voluntarily assumed, when others who also assumed a service obligation are not released. The current program retains the requirement that a claimant’s conscientious objections be based on “religious training and belief.”

Nevertheless, the manner in which the program defines the term broadens the exemption beyond the scope of the national consensus that supported the creation of these exemptions in the first place.

The current program defines “religious training and belief” to include beliefs based solely on ethical, philosophical, and merely personal moral considerations. This broad exemption is not supported by a national consensus favoring such an exemption. Such a broad definition is not required by constitutional considerations, nor is it justified in a volunteer military.

The overinclusive definition of “religious training and belief” raises several problems. It contributes to a sense of injustice in the program because some soldiers who qualify for discharge or reassignment appear to fall outside the national consensus concerning who ought to serve and who ought to be released from serving based on conscientious beliefs. It presents an ever greater potential to impair military readiness in an era of a shrinking military force that coincidentally must expand its crisis response mission. It contributes to difficulties in administering the program by introducing uncertainty and ambiguity to the military’s factfinding and decision-making under the program. Finally, it contributes to the potential for fraud or unfairness under the program by placing a premium on claimant preparation and coaching. This favors

91 32 C.F.R. § 75.5(a).

92 Id. § 75.3(b)
claimants who are able to retain counsel or consult with anti-war groups as well as those claimants who are educated and articulate.

1. Unwarranted Judicial Activism Created the Overinclusive Standard

The definition of "religious training and belief" in the in-service conscientious objector program is a prosecutor's nightmare and a defense counsel's dream because of the standard's breathtaking ambiguity. The definition reads as follows:

Belief in an external power or being or deeply held moral or ethical belief, to which all else is subordinate or upon which all else is ultimately dependent, and which has the power or force to affect moral well-being. The external power or being need not be of an orthodox deity, but which may be a sincere and meaningful belief which occupies in the life of its possessor a place parallel to that filled by the God of another, or, in the case of deeply held moral or ethical beliefs, a belief held with the strength and devotion of traditional religious conviction. The term "religious training and belief" may include solely moral or ethical beliefs even though the applicant himself may not characterize these beliefs as "religious" in the traditional sense, or may expressly characterize them as not religious. The term "religious training and belief" does not include a belief which rests solely upon considerations of policy, pragmatism, expediency, or political views.93

93 Id.
Anyone who surmises from this language that attorneys were involved in creating this collage of religion-philosophy-sociology, is correct. As mentioned above, this standard comes from the opinions in *United States v. Seeger* and *Welsh v. United States* in which the Supreme Court interpreted the same term in the Selective Service Act.

a. *United States v. Seeger*

Congress defined the term "religious training and belief" as "an individual’s belief in a relation to a Supreme Being involving duties superior to those arising from any human relation, but [not including] essentially political, sociological or philosophical views or a merely personal moral code." The Supreme Court believed the term required further interpretation. Writing for a unanimous Court, Justice Clark resolved the issue as a matter of statutory interpretation, rather than as a Constitutional issue. Early in the opinion, Justice Clark gave a foretaste of the care with which he intended to treat the words and intent of Congress when he substituted the word "economic" for "philosophical" in the statute’s list of beliefs that would not qualify for the exemption.

---

94 See supra part III.A.

95 380 U.S. 163 (1965).


98 Id.

99 The *Seeger* opinion’s characterization of persons excluded under the statute differs from the language of the statute itself. Compare United States v. Seeger, 380 U.S. at 173 ("The section excludes those persons who, disavowing religious belief, decide on the basis of essentially political, sociological, or economic considerations. . . .") (emphasis added) with Selective Service Act of 1948, Pub. L. No. 80-759 § 6(j), 62 Stat.
Congress added the definition of "religious training and belief" to the conscientious objector exemption in the Selective Service Act of 1948. Justice Clark referred to the Senate Report on the 1948 Act as indicating an intent to re-enact "substantially the same provisions as were found in the 1940 Act" which had not defined "religious training and belief." Armed with this statement of congressional intent and the definition of religion from Webster's New International Dictionary, Justice Clark concluded, "A sincere and meaningful belief which occupies in the life of its possessor a place parallel to that filled by the God of those admittedly qualifying for the exemption comes within the statutory definition." This new definition included claimants whose conscientious objections were unrelated to any supreme being or even any acknowledgement of a supernatural component to life.

In reaching its definition, the Court impliedly concluded that Congress's addition of the words "belief in relation to a Supreme Being" had no meaning and did not qualify or define the term Congress expressly intended them to qualify or define. Congress logically intended the words to carry some meaning and commentators have reached this same conclusion. The evidence of congressional intent indicates that Congress

---

604, 612 (1948) ("Religious training and belief in this connection . . . does not include essentially political, sociological or philosophical views or a merely personal moral code") (emphasis added).


101 380 U.S. at 176.

102 Id.

103 See George C. Freeman, III, The Misguided Search for the Constitutional Definition of "Religion", 71 GEO. L. J. 1519, 1526 (1983); Greenawalt, supra note 73, at 38.
intended a more limited definition of "religious training and belief,"—one consistent with traditional concepts of religion including a theistic component.

The Senate Report accompanying the 1948 amendment explained the exemption as extending "... to anyone who, because of religious training and belief in his relationship to a Supreme Being, is conscientiously opposed to combatant military service or to both combatant and noncombatant military service." (citation omitted) The Senate specifically referred to the case of United States v. Berman as defining who is eligible for the exemption based upon "religious training and belief." The logical inference from this reference is that the Berman case clearly supports the proposition for which it was cited. Congress used Berman to clarify the meaning of "religious training and belief" in the context of eligibility for an exemption as a conscientious objector.

The Berman case interpreted the meaning of "religious training and belief" as found in the Selective Service Act of 1940. The Berman court concluded that "religious training and belief" was plain language that Congress used to distinguish between "conscientious social belief, or a sincere devotion to a high moralistic, philosophy, and one based upon a belief in his responsibility to an authority higher and


105 United States v. Berman, 156 F.2d 377 (9th Cir. 1946), cert. denied 329 U.S. 795.


beyond any worldly one."\(^{108}\) The court cited with approval the definition of religion that Chief Justice Hughes used in his dissent in *United States v. Macintosh*\(^ {109}\)--the same definition the Congress subsequently adopted for the conscientious objector exemption and used in the Senate Report on the 1948 Act.\(^ {110}\) The *Berman* court's broadest reference to the essence of religion required a recognition that religion involved not a unilateral human process, but a "vital and reciprocal interplay between the human and the supernatural."\(^ {111}\) Congress's reference to *Berman* is all the more significant because another federal circuit had adopted a broader interpretation of the same definition prior to the *Berman* case.\(^ {112}\)

Justice Clark, writing in *Seeger*, explained Congress's reference to *Berman* by saying the reference could have meant any number of things.\(^ {113}\) His explanation was disingenuous, however, because it ignored not only the context of the reference, but also Congress's choice of the narrower of two judicial interpretations of the statutory standard. Congress intended, at a minimum, that the "religious training and belief" language mandated that the conscientious objection arise from an acknowledgement of human obligations owed a supernatural entity or reality. Justice Clark's opinion removed any such requirement from the statute, thereby making it something quite

\(^{108}\) 156 F.2d at 380.

\(^{109}\) 283 U.S. 605, 633 (1931) (Hughes, C.J., dissenting on other grounds).

\(^{110}\) *See supra* text accompanying notes 97, 104.

\(^{111}\) 156 F.2d at 382.

\(^{112}\) United States v. Kauten, 133 F.2d 703 (2d. Cir. 1943).

\(^{113}\) 380 U.S. at 178.
different from what Congress intended. Justice Harlan later repudiated his vote in *Seeger*, describing the opinion as "... a remarkable feat of judicial surgery to remove ... the theistic requirement of § 6."\(^{114}\)

b. *Welsh v. United States*

The Supreme Court, in *Welsh v. United States*\(^{115}\) completed the secularization of "religious training and belief" begun in *Seeger* five years earlier. Like the Court's opinion in *Seeger*, *Welsh* resolved the issue as a matter of statutory interpretation, not as a constitutional issue. Writing for a four-member plurality, Justice Black effectively erased "religious training and belief" as a separate requirement for qualification under the statutory exemption.

Justice Black's opinion held that the *Seeger* standard for "religious training and belief" included "... beliefs that are purely ethical or moral in source and content but that nevertheless impose upon [the believer] a duty of conscience to refrain from participating in any war at any time ... ".\(^{116}\) Justice Black used two arguments to avoid the specific statutory exclusions of "essentially political, sociological or philosophical beliefs or merely personal moral code." First he identified beliefs that fell within these exclusions as beliefs that were not deeply held and beliefs which did not rest at all upon moral, ethical, or religious principles, but rather were based solely on considerations of policy, pragmatism, and expediency.\(^{117}\) He then employed a Houdini-like logic to

---


\(^{116}\) *Id.* at 340.

\(^{117}\) *Id.* at 342-43.
conclude that a claimant found to be "religious" under the newly-expanded definition of that term, could not be excluded based on views that were essentially political, sociological, or philosophical or merely a personal moral code.\textsuperscript{118}

Unlike \textit{Seeger}, the Court in \textit{Welsh} was divided. Justice Harlan issued a strongly worded opinion in which he concurred in the Court’s judgment because of what he perceived as a constitutional problem in the statutory definition, but disagreed with the court’s statutory interpretation. He accused the plurality of performing a "lobotomy" on the statutory language in the case\textsuperscript{119} and stated that the plurality’s interpretation was unworkable except in "... an Alice-in-Wonderland world where words have no meaning ..."\textsuperscript{120} The three remaining justices on the case dissented, agreeing with Harlan’s analysis that Congress intended to reserve the exemption to more traditional concepts of religion, but disagreeing with Harlan’s conclusion that such a limited exemption violated the First Amendment’s prohibition against the establishment of religion.\textsuperscript{121}

Unlike Justice Clark in \textit{Seeger}, Justice Black did not even bother to construct an argument that legislative history supported his conclusions. This fact did not escape the notice of commentators. Even a commentator who cheered the case’s outcome felt compelled to point out Black’s "... judicial sleight of hand..." in expanding the \textit{Seeger} standard to include moral and ethical beliefs. That commentator concluded, "Unfortunately for those concerned for judicial constraint and logical consistency, there

\textsuperscript{118} \textit{Id.} at 343.

\textsuperscript{119} \textit{Id.} at 351 (Harlan, J., concurring).

\textsuperscript{120} \textit{Id.} at 354.

\textsuperscript{121} \textit{Id.} at 367-74 (White, J., joined by Burger, C.J. and Stewart, J., dissenting).
was no legislative history or judicial language to support Black’s reading.\textsuperscript{122} Another writer, analyzing Black’s transformation of statutory language, noted, "Perhaps the most startling aspect of this exegesis is the conversion of personal moral beliefs, explicitly excluded by the statute, into included religious beliefs."\textsuperscript{123}

Justice Black failed to consider evidence of Congress’s intent to limit the definition of "religious training and belief" to more traditional concepts of religion. Like Seeger, Welsh dealt with the conscientious objector provision found in the Selective Service Act of 1948.\textsuperscript{124} In 1967, however--subsequent to the decision in Seeger and almost three years before the court heard argument in Welsh--Congress passed the Military Selective Service Act of 1967.\textsuperscript{125} The 1967 Act amended the conscientious objector exemption and the legislative history of this amendment demonstrates a clear intent to overrule legislatively the expanded definition of "religious training and belief" from Seeger.

A remarkably comprehensive Selective Service policy review preceded passage of the 1967 Act. Spurred by growing criticism of the draft and by steadily increasing draft calls to support the war in Vietnam, the House Committee on Armed Services held

\begin{footnotes}
\end{footnote}

\begin{footnote} Greenawalt, \textit{supra} note 73, at 42, n.38; see also Gail White Sweeney, \textit{Comment, Conscientious Objection and the First Amendment}, \textit{14 Akron L. Rev.} 71, 76 (1980).
\end{footnote}

\begin{footnote} \textit{See supra} note 97.
\end{footnote}

\end{footnote}
\end{footnotes}
preliminary hearings on Selective Service reform in June of 1966. Following these preliminary hearings, President Johnson established the National Advisory Commission on Selective Service (commonly referred to as the Marshall Commission after its chairman, Mr. Burke Marshall, a former Deputy United States Attorney General) to provide recommendations concerning the draft law. Not wanting to be outdone, the House Committee on Armed Services established its own "blue ribbon" panel to look into Selective Service policy. The Civilian Advisory Panel on Military Manpower Procurement, headed by retired General Mark W. Clark, reported its findings and recommendations to that committee on February 28, 1967. President Johnson transmitted the Marshall Commission report to Congress on March 6, 1967.

The Civilian Advisory Panel and the Marshall Commission both addressed the question of whether the Selective Service Act ought to acquiesce to the Seeger Court's broad definition of "religious training and belief". The Marshall Commission

---


recommended continuing the present policy as defined by *Seeger*. The Civilian Advisory Panel recommended that Congress "[A]mend the law to overcome the broad interpretation of the *Seeger* case..." President Johnson made no comment or recommendation on this issue in his transmittal message, which accompanied the Marshall Report. Therefore, the Congress faced a clear choice on the scope of "religious training and belief" as it began hearings on the new draft law.

The hearings before the House Committee on Armed Services consumed seven days and 806 pages of testimony as the committee heard from the Director of the Selective Service, the Voters for Peace Executive Committee on the Selective Service, and all points in between. No less than eight witnesses specifically discussed the *Seeger* standard for "religious training and belief." As a result, the committee certainly was informed of the significance of the opinion in *Seeger*, if any committee members were not already aware of the case.

---


131 Id. at 1315.


133 The witnesses who discussed the *Seeger* standard for "religious training and belief" included General (ret.) Mark W. Clark, testifying on the recommendations of the Advisory Panel he headed; Rep. Robert W. Kastenmeier (D., Wis.); Lawrence Speiser, Director of the Washington Office of the American Civil Liberties Union; Robert D. Bulkley of the United Presbyterian Church in the USA; Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D., Mass.); Edward L. Ericson of the American Ethical Union; Glenn Shive of the Church of the Brethren; and Lieutenant General Lewis B. Hershey, Director of the Selective Service.
Several of the witnesses before the committee testified in favor of the *Seeger* standard, but the committee repeatedly indicated dissatisfaction with *Seeger*. One committee member expressed the committee’s concern with the *Seeger* standard as follows:

The relative difficulty confronting the committee and the Congress here on the question of conscientious objectors does arise in its difficulty to distinguish between a personal moral code [which the statute excludes] and the belief that one might hold which is not truly religious, but apparently meets the test of the Supreme Court decision in the *Seeger* case on the Supreme Being context. . . . How would you distinguish between a purely personal moral code and one which apparently meets and satisfies the Supreme Court test of a Supreme Being?\(^{134}\)

Another committee member expressed his disapproval of the result in *Seeger*, indicated the committee’s desire to overrule the case legislatively and invited General Clark to suggest how Congress ought to accomplish that goal.\(^{135}\) General Clark responded by suggesting that returning to the "old language" of the 1940 Act might help.\(^{136}\) The Committee Chairman, Representative Mendel Rivers, described the outcome of the *Seeger* case as "plainly ridiculous."\(^{137}\)

---

\(^{134}\) H.R. Doc. No. 12, *supra* note 132, at 2423.

\(^{135}\) *Id.* at 2573 (comments of Rep. Bray to Gen. Clark).

\(^{136}\) *Id.* at 2574.

\(^{137}\) *Id.* at 2637.
General Mark W. Clark testified and reported the unanimous findings and recommendations of the Civilian Advisory Panel. The panel's report included a finding that *Seeger* "... unduly expanded the basis upon which individual registrants could claim conscientious objections to military service." The Civilian Advisory Panel explained this finding further:

The Supreme Court in the *Seeger* case appears to ignore the intent of Congress which, in amending the language of the 1940 Draft Act, attempted to narrow the circumstances and more clearly define the basis for claiming conscientious objection to military service. The interpretation by the Court of the language added by Congress in this regard actually resulted in a significant broadening of the basis on which these claims can be made with the very real possibility that in the future there will be an ever-increasing number of unjustified appeals for exemption from military service.

As corrective action, the panel recommended that Congress restate the limiting language of the conscientious objector exemption "so as to eliminate the confusion caused by the Supreme Court decision ..." and that Congress consider returning to the original language of the 1940 Act by deleting the reference to "Supreme Being." 

Near the end of the hearings, the committee took extensive testimony from Lieutenant General (LTG) Hershey, the Director of the Selective Service. The

---

138 *Id.* at 2552.

139 *Id.*

140 *Id.* at 2553.
Committee members, and in particular Chairman Rivers, engaged LTG Hershey in the following extended colloquy on how Congress might amend the statutory language to avoid the broad definition from *Seeger*:

Mr. King: To change the subject General, what do you propose about CO's? I notice you didn't mention that in your statement and it is a thing that has bothered me.

General Hershey: Well, it bothers me. I had thought, for instance, and it has been brought up before this committee before, but, the *Seeger* case is the one that has given a lot of people concern in this Congress, I'm sure, because I know something about it. They put the Supreme Being in to make it more tough. And they ended up with the Supreme Court saying that the Congress obviously was trying to broaden it.

Mr. King: We ought to put the Supreme Being in the Supreme Court.

General Hershey: Probably still 4 to 5 though, I wouldn't be surprised. [A lot of laughter.]

[Mr. King:] I think we are getting into a question whether you would be content with it, without the actual purpose.

[Gen. Hershey:] Anyway, I have felt that maybe if the Congress removed the Supreme Being, it would be evidence that they didn't put it in, to broaden it; but on the other hand I wouldn't want to bet it wouldn't be taken as more evidence of broadmindedness. . . . [B]ut I'm somewhat in a
quandary about what to do, because when you don’t know what is going to be interpreted in your law, how do you know what to legislate?\textsuperscript{141}

This discussion of the definitional problems posed by Seeger, which continued for almost four pages, concluded with LTG Hershey agreeing with Chairman Rivers that returning to the language of the 1940 Act might clarify Congress's intent to "go back to the oldtime religion."\textsuperscript{142}

The committee reported out a bill on May 18, 1967. Consistent with the recommendations of General Clark and LTG Hershey, the bill retained the requirement that conscientious objections be based on "religious training and belief," but deleted the statutory definition of that phrase added by the 1948 Act. The committee report explaining these changes discussed the effect of Seeger as "significantly broadening . . . the basis on which claims for conscientious objection can be made."\textsuperscript{143} The report cited LTG Hershey's conclusions that "this undue expansion . . . could very easily result in a substantial increase in the number of unjustified appeals for exemption from military service based upon this provision of law."\textsuperscript{144} The committee explained its decision to retain the "religious training and belief" requirement as restating "the original intent of the Congress in drafting this provision of the law."\textsuperscript{145}

\textsuperscript{141} Id. at 2635-2636.

\textsuperscript{142} Id. at 2652.


\textsuperscript{144} Id.

\textsuperscript{145} Id.
The House-Senate conference restored some limiting language to define "religious training and belief." The conference report on the bill explained the reasons for these changes as follows:

The Senate conferees also concurred in the desire of the House language to more narrowly construe the basis for classifying registrants as "conscientious objectors." The recommended House language required that the claim for conscientious objection be based upon "religious training and belief" as had been the original intent of Congress in drafting this provision of the law.

The Senate conferees were of the opinion that congressional intent in this area would be clarified by the inclusion of language indicating that the term "religious training and belief" as use in this section of the law does not include "essentially political, sociological, or philosophical views or a merely personal moral code."146

This clearly expressed intent to limit the scope of the conscientious objector exemption resulted in the current statutory limitation on the term "religious training and belief." The current statutory provision reads as follows: "As used in this subsection, the term "religious training and belief" does not include essentially political, sociological, or philosophical views, or a merely personal moral code."147

Had Justice Black been interested in discerning congressional intent in his effort to interpret the statutory language, a substantial and detailed record of that intent was


available to him. Unfortunately, the record of Congress’s intent was contrary to his own absolutist position on the permissible interface between government and religion. Even though Welsh was not a constitutional case, Justice Black applied his understanding of First Amendment principles to reach the result he wanted.

One commentator summarized Justice Black’s jurisprudence in the area of church-state relations by writing, "He simply did not want the government trying to determine what religion is and what it is not..." He favored the Madisonian view, which treated religion as being synonymous with conscience, even though Madison’s proposals for the First Amendment which equated the two concepts were rejected.

As a result of his belief in First Amendment absolutes, Justice Black hardly hesitated to substitute his own deeply held beliefs on the relationship between government and religion for Congress’s intent in the conscientious objector exemption. As one commentator observed, "The fact that he had to resort to tactics involving less that the...

\[\text{\footnotesize 148} \text{ Paris, supra note 122, at 479-80; see also Hugo Black, The Bill of Rights, 35 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 865 (1960)(discussing Justice Black’s view that the Bill of Rights contains "absolutes," particularly in the area of the First Amendment, which may not be balanced off against public interest or governmental need); Edmund Cahn, Justice Black and First Amendment "Absolutes": A Public Interview, 37 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 549, 553, 563 (1962). The "article" is actually a transcript of Professor Cahn’s interview of Justice Black at the 1962 convention of the American Jewish Congress in which Justice Black further explains his First Amendment jurisprudence. Among Justice Black’s comments: "Nevertheless, I want to be able to do it (practice religion) when I want to do it. I do not want anybody who is my servant, who is my agent elected by me and others like me, to tell me that I can or cannot do it.” "I am for the First Amendment from the first word to the last. I believe it means what it says, and it says to me, "Government shall keep its hands off religion.

\[\text{\footnotesize 149} \text{ Paris, supra note 122, at 481.}']
highest traditions of legal scholarship and judicial consistency in order to obtain his constitutional objective did not deter him in the slightest."\textsuperscript{150}

Justice Black, however, was not free to substitute his judgement for that of Congress unless the statutory scheme was unconstitutional, and neither \textit{Seeger} nor \textit{Welsh} were decided on constitutional grounds. The Court describes its task in a statutory interpretation case much as Justice Harlan described it in his concurrence in \textit{Welsh}. The Court has noted, "Our task is to give effect to the will of Congress, and where that will has been expressed in reasonably plain terms, that language must ordinarily be regarded as conclusive."\textsuperscript{151} Justice Black paid scant attention to the will of Congress, preferring instead to rely on his own understanding of religion.

The concept of "religious training and belief" is not foreign to the American experience. The common-sense understanding of the term indicates that religion means more than a personal moral code or a standard of ethical conduct. By drawing on this understanding and linking the statutory term with the specific language Congress included in the statute to advise what was not included in the term, one can find a comprehensible standard.\textsuperscript{152} This definitional chore is even clearer given the record of congressional disapproval of the \textit{Seeger} standard.

On the other hand, because both \textit{Seeger} and \textit{Welsh} involved interpretations of the 1948 Act, the Supreme Court was not necessarily required to interpret the amended language of the 1967 Act to resolve either case. The Court has never confronted the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{150} \textit{Id.} at 484.
\item \textsuperscript{151} Griffin v. Oceanic Contractors, Inc., 458 U.S. 564, 570 (1982).
\item \textsuperscript{152} See \textit{infra} part V.A.3.
\end{itemize}
evidence of congressional intent to overrule *Seeger* legislatively. Absent a constitutional infirmity, Congress's 1967 formula ought to control who qualifies for exemption under the Selective Service Act's conscientious objector provision. To the extent that the in-service conscientious objector program emulates the Selective Service Act's policies regarding conscientious objection, the in-service program likewise ought to adopt a more limited definition of "religious training and belief."

2. Consequences of an Overinclusive Standard

The overinclusive standard for "religious training and belief" developed in *Seeger* and *Welsh* resulted in four sets of adverse consequences. First, the *Seeger-Welsh* standard gives the irrational result that a standard which requires religious beliefs may not distinguish between secular and religious beliefs. Second, the *Seeger-Welsh* standard in several ways fosters unfairness or the perception of injustice in the administration of the in-service conscientious objector program. Third, following the *Seeger-Welsh* standard in a time of rapid changes in the military's mission and size threatens military readiness. Finally, what amounts to a standardless standard poses several practical difficulties to the military as it administers the in-service conscientious objector program.

a. The Irrational Outcome Consequence

The Court in *Seeger* and *Welsh* took a statutory standard that required religious belief and converted it to a standard that forbids the government from distinguishing between religious and secular beliefs in the area of ethics, philosophy, and personal moral codes. One commentator concluded, "Now the conscientious objector exemption might be forbidden only to the lukewarm and opportune. All others, regardless of their

---

153 *See* Sullivan, *supra* note 85, at 757.
beliefs, were lumped into the protected category "religious." The opinions accomplish this transformation not only by interpreting "religion" in the broadest possible terms, but also by rendering meaningless the limiting language Congress included in the statute. This language would have excluded beliefs that were not linked by reference to a Supreme Being, as well as beliefs that were "essentially political, sociological or philosophical" or that constituted a "personal moral code." The Seeger-Welsh standard, however, would define these beliefs as "religion" as long as the claimant held them deeply and sincerely.

The Court itself implicitly recognized the counterintuitive outcome of its newly declared standard. Justice Black stated that a claimant's own characterization of his beliefs as "nonreligious" was a "highly unreliable guide" to the factfinder. Under normal circumstances, one would consider the claimant to be the most competent to identify his belief system as religious or not. These are, however, far from normal circumstances. Justice Black apparently concluded that the world of conscientious objection lies far beyond the ken of the ordinary claimant of conscientious objector status. He noted, "Very few registrants [and, we should add, the majority of members of Congress as well] are fully aware of the broad scope of the word "religious" as used in 6(j) . . . ." As long as the in-service conscientious objector program follows the Seeger-

---

154 Paris, supra note 122, at 458.


157 Id.
Welsh standard, the program indeed exists in "an Alice-in-Wonderland world where words have no meaning."158

b. The Unfairness and Injustice Consequence

The overinclusive standard from Seeger and Welsh also fosters a perception of unfairness or injustice in the in-service conscientious objector program. The overinclusive standard is contrary to the national consensus on the issue of who ought to be excused from military service. Each time Congress considered the issue of the conscientious objection exemption, it heard testimony and earnest recommendations to expand the conscientious objection exemption beyond objections based on religious belief.159 On each occasion, Congress refused to follow that course and opted to retain the religious requirement.

This repeated affirmation of the greater protection afforded religious-based conscientious objections reflects a profound national commitment to protecting religious values. This is the same commitment demonstrated throughout the nation’s history.160

158 Id. at 354 (Harlan, J., concurring).

159 SELECTIVE SERVICE MONOGRAPH, supra note 7, at 55 (Congress’s refusal to extend the conscientious objector exemption in the 1917 Act beyond objections based upon religious belief); Id. at 70, 73-4 (Congress’s refusal to adopt recommendations of the ACLU and Religious Society of Friends to extend conscientious objector status under the 1940 Act to all conscientious objectors regardless of whether their objections were religious based); H.R. DOC. No. 12, supra note 132, at 2151, 2306, 2315, 2378-87, 2413, 2431 (1967) (Congress was unpersuaded by testimony of the Voters for Peace Executive Committee, ACLU, United Presbyterian Church, United Church of Christ, American Ethical Union and the Church of the Brethren in favor of expanding the exemption in the 1967 Act beyond religious-based beliefs).

160 See supra part II; see also 10 U.S.C. § 312(b) (1988) ("A person who claims exemption because of religious belief is exempt from militia duty in a combatant capacity; if the conscientious holding of that belief is established under such regulations as the President may prescribe. However, such a person is not exempt from militia duty the President determines to be noncombatant").
The nation does not wish to equate religious belief with sociology, philosophy or ethics. Nevertheless, as one commentator pointed out, the Seeger-Welsh standard, "unrealistically labels as "religion" beliefs and activities which do not serve the function of religion in society." Congress never intended this result and, as legislative history demonstrates, it actually worked hard to avoid it.

The Court's insistence on substituting its concepts of religion and religious beliefs for those specified by Congress risk violating the implicit social contract represented by the conscientious objector exemption. The exemption evidences the nation's willingness to accept the injustice of excusing some from a military obligation to protect a respected national value --in this case, religious belief--when others who may have other good reasons for avoiding continued service are not exempted from their obligations. The class eligible to receive the exemption should be defined clearly and in a manner perceived to be just so that those administering the program can determine accurately who falls within the program's benefits. To the extent that the Seeger-Welsh standard exceeds this national consensus, the new standard promotes unfairness or injustice by benefiting those whom the nation never intended to benefit and for reasons the nation has demonstrated repeatedly it is unwilling to support.

The Seeger-Welsh standard also fosters unfairness or injustice by favoring claimants who are educated, articulate, able to retain counsel for representation, or able to obtain conscientious objection counseling. The well-counseled claimant will know to


162 Sweeney, supra note 123, at 72 ("Strong feeling exists in and out of Congress, however, that the Conscientious Objector exemption was abused with the support of the Supreme Court during the Vietnam war.")
avoid the legal "minefields" posed by beliefs held prior to entering the military or beliefs relating to selective conscientious objection, regardless of whether he or she actually holds such beliefs. The educated or articulate claimant will have the advantage of being able to explain his or her beliefs more clearly than most other claimants. The well-counseled claimant will be better able to demonstrate how his or her beliefs meet the abstract requirements of the Seeger-Welsh standard. A claimant will be discussing what should be her core beliefs and life values, powerful and emotionally laden topics under the best of circumstances.

As one commentator concluded on this fairness issue, "[T]he sophistication and ability to hire counsel put one at a great advantage in formulating a sustainable conscientious objector claim and in having it ultimately sustained." The Seeger-Welsh standard favors the educated and well-counseled and, as a result, places the undereducated or inarticulate at a disadvantage and may not evaluate the individual claimant and the nature of his or her beliefs fairly.

The overinclusiveness of the Seeger-Welsh standard creates a final fairness or injustice issue in its failure to recognize the fundamentally different nature of today's all-volunteer force. The current Department of Defense directive was born during an era when the United States maintained an active Selective Service and conscripted a

---


significant proportion of its active-duty armed forces. Compelled military service is a far different matter than military service assumed voluntarily. The volunteer affirmatively declares that he or she is not a conscientious objector to military service both by the act of stepping forward to join the military and by the affirmation during the enlistment process. The volunteer is able to consider thoroughly the implications of military service prior to signing the enlistment contract and taking the oath of enlistment or accepting a commission.

These conditions stand in sharp contrast to the inductee swept into the military from civilian life without a choice in the matter and without the benefit of time to consider all the implications of military service. Compelled military service is the most demanding obligation a nation may impose on its citizens and should not be imposed lightly on those who find deep moral offense to such service. A conscientious objector policy that distinguishes between the volunteer and the unsuspecting conscript in their respective claims for exemption from military service clearly has some justifications. Courts and commentators have recognized these differences as significant in considering the proper response to a claim of conscientious objection. The current in-service


166 See Dep't of the Army, DA FORM 3286, STATEMENTS FOR ENLISTMENT (1 Sept 1979) ("I am not consciously [sic] opposed by reason of religious training and belief, to bearing arms or to participation, or training for war in any form."); DEP'T OF DEFENSE FORM 1966, RECORD OF MILITARY PROCESSING, ARMED FORCES OF THE UNITED STATES 2 (1989).

167 See Brown v. McNamara, 387 F.2d 150, 152 (3d Cir. 1967) ("It is perfectly rational and consonant with constitutional concerns, including the separation of powers, to regard voluntary enlisted servicemen as a distinct class from inducted civilians or
program, however, simply imports the standards applicable to the draft law conscientious objector exemption without considering the very different circumstances confronting the volunteer and the conscript.

c. The Potential Readiness Consequence

The *Seeger-Welsh* standard for "religious training and belief" grew out of a time when the military not only relied upon the draft for much of its manpower needs, but also grew to meet the national security missions of the time. The advent of a volunteer force and the restructuring of the United States armed forces and national security strategy following the end of the Cold War require a reassessment of the *Seeger-Welsh* standard not only for the fairness issue discussed above, but also for the potential military readiness impacts of an overbroad standard.

The impact of personnel losses because of an in-service conscientious objector program is significantly different than the impact of losses because of a conscientious objector exemption only from conscripted military service. In the latter case, the government has invested neither the time nor money in training the soldier, nor has the military integrated the soldier into the force as a member of the military team.

The cost to the government is greater when a trained member of the force leaves the military than when an untrained conscript receives an exemption from compulsory service. Commentators have noted this difference and have speculated that it may be a difference of constitutional significance, justifying disparate treatment for in-service servicemen in general discharged to civilian life."); *In Re Kanewske*, 260 F.Supp. 521, 524 (N.D. Cal. 1966) (drawing a distinction between the voluntary enlistee and the drafted servicemember); Sullivan, *supra* note 85, at 753 (pointing out that courts have found the obligation imposed by involuntary military service to be a significant distinction for free exercise purposes).
In other words, this difference could justify a more generous conscientious objector exemption for Selective Service purposes than for the in-service objector. Nevertheless, the military has not recognized this distinction in the potential readiness impacts of the in-service objector versus the conscripted objector. Furthermore, the in-service conscientious objector program continues to be based on the 1960s' draft law model.

The Department of Defense policy on the in-service conscientious objector potentially affects three central components of the redefined United States national security strategy. Current national security strategy emphasizes forward presence of military forces, crisis response capability, and a smaller force structure.\(^{169}\)

The forward presence component of this strategy provides an initial crisis response capability and a logistics base for bringing follow-on forces when necessary. It also demonstrates American resolve to deter conflict and promote regional stability.\(^{170}\)

The crisis response component of this strategy requires forces that can respond

---

\(^{168}\) See Montgomery, \textit{supra} note 31, at 399 ("The state might well be deemed to have a more compelling interest in obtaining efficient and uninterrupted service from men already in uniform than it does in drafting each and every individual in the original manpower pool"); Thomas R. Folk, \textit{Military Appearance Requirements and Free Exercise of Religion}, 98 MIL. L. REV. 53, 71 (1982) (discussing how Rostker v. Goldberg found administrative efficiency sufficient justification for gender-based discrimination; "It would seem to follow that administrative necessity is a much weightier concern when it involves the potential availability of soldiers who have already been trained."); cf. Greenawalt, \textit{supra} note 73, at 50 ("There is, however, a special "manpower" problem with respect to "in-service" objectors since military operations may suffer if key personnel opt out with any frequency").


\(^{170}\) \textit{Secretary of Defense, Annual Report to the President and to the Congress} 7-8 (1992).
decisively to short notice crises.\textsuperscript{171} Finally, the new national security strategy calls for a smaller force structure that relies primarily on active component forces for initial crisis response and reserve forces for essential support units and augmentation capability.\textsuperscript{172}

Conscientious objector policy potentially affects each of these three components of the new national security strategy. More than ever, the national security strategy relies on high levels of military readiness and the capability of projecting and sustaining forces overseas on little or no notice. At the same time, this short-notice crisis response capability must be available with a smaller force structure. A broadly defined conscientious objector policy could conflict with these fundamental components of the new national security strategy, potentially jeopardizing the armed forces' crisis response capability.

Although the military currently does not consider the conscientious objector program a readiness issue,\textsuperscript{173} the ongoing changes in the military, combined with the overbroad standard, have the potential to create readiness problems. As the military shrinks and relies more heavily on rapid deployment and crisis response capabilities in its remaining forces, it becomes more vulnerable to personnel policies that could remove key members of the very team that gives the military its rapid response capability. The Department of Defense should revise its policy toward conscientious objectors to

\textsuperscript{171} Former Secretary of Defense Cheney emphasized this requirement by stating, "Because of the high level of uncertainty in the international environment . . . readiness and mobility must be among the highest priorities, especially for forces designated to respond to short notice crises." \textit{Id.} at 8-9.

\textsuperscript{172} \textit{Id.} at 10.

\textsuperscript{173} Tugwell interview, \textit{supra} note 83; GAO Interview, \textit{supra} note 64.
contribute to the military's ability to meet its crisis response mission while accommodating sincere religious-based objections.

d. The Practical Difficulties Consequence

The last set of problems created by the overbroad Seeger-Welsh standard are the practical difficulties that accompany the obligation to administer a program without a comprehensible standard. These difficulties include the problem of applying an overbroad and abstract standard to individual cases and the great potential for fraudulent claims arising from having such a standard.

An investigating officer will find difficulty in seriously challenging a claimant's declaration that his or her beliefs fall within the Seeger-Welsh standard of "religious training and belief." Commentators have discussed the inherent difficulty of achieving uniform results when applying the Seeger-Welsh standard. One of these actually commentators concluded that "present criteria for conscientious objector status--whether a registrant's belief is sincerely held and 'occupies a place in the life of its possessor parallel to that filled by the orthodox belief in God of one who clearly qualifies for the exemption'-- are too elusive to admit of reliable application." 

174 Field, supra note 163, at 889; Robert L. Rabin, A Strange Brand of Selectivity: Administrative Law Perspectives on the Processing of Registrants in the Selective Service System, 17 UCLA L. REV. 1005, 1019 (1970); Sweeney, supra note 123, at 77 ("One can also see that determining who qualifies for an exemption becomes more difficult as the test of religion becomes psychological rather than institutional . . . . How do we measure the firmness of one's conviction in a personal and perhaps unique faith?").

175 Field, supra note 163, at 929.
The experiences of current investigating officers bear out the criticism—the standard is confusing. The standard requires evaluation of the depth and sincerity of a claimant's belief as the only remaining substantive requirements. The Supreme Court recognized the difficulty of devising procedures to ensure justice in such inquiries even before it greatly expanded the universe of beliefs that could qualify as "religious." The overbroad standard results in confusion and in a lack of uniformity—both of which may well contribute to unfairness and injustice.

The Seeger-Welsh standard also invites fraudulent claims. For years commentators have pointed out that the abstract standard devised by the Court in Seeger and Welsh, combined with the often unpleasant circumstances of military service, amounts to an invitation to fraud.

The generous standard simplifies the task of an articulate or well-counselled claimant of presenting a prima facie case for conscientious objector status. The nature of military service itself provides ample incentive—for those who choose to seek

---

176 Freeman interview, supra note 86; Darpino interview, supra note 78; Moore interview, supra note 86.

177 United States v. Nugent, 346 U.S. 1, 19 (1953) ("It is always difficult to devise procedures which will be adequate to do justice in cases where the sincerity of another's religious convictions is the ultimate factual issue. It is especially difficult when these procedures must be geared to meet the imperative needs of mobilization and national vigilance . . .").

178 See Field, supra note 163, at 936 ("The inherent difficulties of determining who is a conscientious objector make that classification much more susceptible to false claims. . ."); Donald N. Zillman, Conscientious Objection and the Military: Gillette v. U.S., Negre v. Larson, Ehlert v. U.S., 53 Mil L. Rev. 185, 193 (1971)(pointing out judges' comments on the ease with which one can make out a prima facie case of conscientious objection); Greenawalt, supra note 73, at 89 (commenting on how the often austere and difficult life in the military provides strong motive to fabricate).

179 Paszel v. Laird, 426 F.2d 1169, 1174 (2d Cir. 1970).
such an escape—to fabricate a prima facie case for conscientious objector status. Military service often includes austere living conditions, difficult or unpleasant duties, and constant reminders of the disciplinary authority to which all soldiers are subject at all times. The prospect of a deployment into combat creates an extreme incentive to falsify.

Once the claimant presents a prima facie case, the investigating officer confronts the difficult mission of inquiring into the claimant’s sincerity based almost exclusively on information the claimant provides. The troubling result of this chain of events and circumstances is that, in the words of one commentator, "[A] man’s chances of success . . . will depend less on whether he is a sincere conscientious objector than on the care he takes in supplying data to [the factfinder]."

The overinclusive Seeger-Welsh standard leads to irrational results; creates a range of actual and potential unfairness and injustice; creates potential readiness problems; and poses unnecessary practical difficulties. The in-service conscientious objector program ought to reflect society’s judgment concerning what constitutes religion and who ought to serve when not all serve. The in-service conscientious objector program also ought to reflect the needs of the military today, rather than the past concerns of a conscripted military and a nation torn by an unpopular war.

---

180 Darpino interview, supra note 78; Freeman interview, supra note 86; Field, supra note 163, at 898.

181 Field, supra note 163, at 898.

182 MARSHALL REPORT, supra note 129 (paraphrasing the title of the Marshall Commission’s report).
Commentators have concluded that the strong opposition to the war in Vietnam and the charges of serious inequities in the administration of the Selective Service during the Vietnam War led to judicial activism as a means of correcting injustices that the executive and legislative branches seemed unwilling or unable to redress.\footnote{Asimow, supra note 106, at 898 (citing a string of Supreme Court defeats for the Selective Service to support his conclusion that "One point seems clear. These cases unmistakably evidence the hostility of the majority of the Supreme Court toward the Selective Service." Oestereich v. Selective Service Board No. 11, 393 U.S. 233 (1968) (overturning Selective Service policy on preinduction judicial review); McKart v. United States, 395 U.S. 185 (1969) (overruling Selective Service policy on exhaustion of administrative remedies); Breen v. Selective Service, 396 U.S. 460 (1970) (critical of Selective Service policy regarding preinduction judicial review); Gutknecht v. United States, 396 U.S. 295 (1970) (overturning Selective Service policy regarding delinquency inductions). \textit{Seeger} and \textit{Welsh} should be added to this list as additional examples of how the Supreme Court appeared to go out of its way to rein-in the Selective Service; \textit{See also} Hansen, supra note 85, at 981.} A standard of "religious training and belief" shaped by a perceived need for judicial intervention in another era, and designed to confront perceived injustice in another time, continues to direct the current in-service conscientious objector program.

The needs of the nation and the current, all-volunteer armed forces are not the same as those of the nation and its armed forces of twenty-five years ago. The nation and its armed forces and are not well served by a conscientious objector policy designed during an era of vastly different military personnel concerns and personnel procurement policies. For all these reasons, the in-service program ought not be bound by the \textit{Seeger/Welsh} standard and the many problems which that standard creates.

3. Curing the Overinclusive Standard: What Standard Ought We Apply?

The plain language of the statutory conscientious objector exemption, as well as the legislative histories of the current statutory provision and the 1948 provision...
demonstrate that the Seeger-Welsh standard is not what Congress intended. Several sources indicate how the military might redefine the standard for "religious training and belief." Congress has provided guidance in the specific exclusionary language in the statutory conscientious objector exemption. The Supreme Court has discussed the constitutional dimensions of "religion." Finally, several commentators have wrestled with the problem of defining religion and have proposed conceptual frameworks--if not actual definitions--to apply in religion cases.

Congress specifically excluded certain types of beliefs from the coverage of the statutory conscientious objector exemption. Beliefs based on "essentially political, sociological, or philosophical views, or a merely personal moral code," do not qualify for the exemption. Congress intended to distinguish secular beliefs, even those that are deeply held and guide one's life, from religious beliefs. Accordingly, even a deeply held life-guiding belief in a personal moral code or a life-guiding philosophy lack something that Congress would require to qualify for the exemption. Congress drew a line between secular belief--no matter how deeply held or life-guiding--and religious belief.

The Supreme Court has contributed some guidance concerning the constitutional dimensions of religion on at least two occasions since 1960. In Torcaso v. Watkins, the Court held that the government may not distinguish between "those religions based on the belief in the existence of God as against those religions founded on different

---

184 See supra, part V.A.1.
186 367 U.S. 488 (1961)(overturning a state constitutional provision that required state officials to express their beliefs in God as a prerequisite to taking public office).
Justice Black authored the opinion of the Court and, for the first time, demonstrated the breadth of his concept of religion. In a footnote to the opinion, he included Ethical Culture and Secular Humanism among "religions" that did not teach theistic beliefs, but which he believed were deserving of First Amendment protection. Although Justice Black believed that some apparently secular belief systems deserved First Amendment protection, his footnote in *Torcaso* emphasized belief systems with recognizable communities of believers.

In *Wisconsin v. Yoder,* the Supreme Court again addressed the constitutional dimensions of religion, albeit in dicta. The Court stated that a free exercise claim "must be rooted in religious belief." The Court then distinguished religious belief from "philosophical and personal" views and from beliefs that constitute a "rejection of the contemporary secular values accepted by the majority." The Court stated that no person is entitled to exemption from reasonable state regulations for "purely secular considerations."

---

187 *Id.* at 495.

188 *Id.* at 495 n.11 (listing Buddhism, Taoism, Ethical Culture, and Secular Humanism as nontheistic belief systems deserving First Amendment protection as "religions").


190 406 U.S. 205 (1972) (upholding an Amish claim of exemption from state compulsory education requirements).

191 *Id.* at 215.

192 *Id.* at 216.

193 *Id.* at 215.
By citing Thoreau as a paradigm of the secular believer not coming within the
purview of religion, the Court apparently rejected, for constitutional purposes, the
functional analysis it used to create the *Seeger-Welsh* standard.\(^\text{194}\) Certainly Thoreau's
beliefs guided his life and occupied a place in his life parallel to that of orthodox
religion, but this was not enough to constitute religion for constitutional purposes. The
Court also impliedly rejected Justice Black's assertion in *Torcaso* that secular belief
systems qualified as religions. The secular belief systems Black cited in *Torcaso*
probably would not qualify as religions under *Yoder's* criteria.

Many legal commentators have proposed formulae for measuring whether a given
belief system constitutes a religion.\(^\text{195}\) Among the more intuitively satisfying and
practical are the three approaches that follow.

Anand Agneshwar proposes a definition for religion that emphasizes the
supernatural component of religious belief as a way of distinguishing between secular

\(^{194}\) Freeman, supra note 103, at 1527; Agneshwar, *supra* note 189, at 304; *Yoder*, 406

\(^{195}\) See, *e.g.*, Agneshwar, *supra* note 189 (postulating a definition that focuses on
belief in supernatural intervention in or explanation of life); Collier, *supra* note 161
(advocating a four factor definition of religion); Freeman, *supra* note 103 (denying that
one can adequately define religion, but presenting instead a multi-factor paradigm);
John Mansfield, *Conscientious Objection-1964 Term*, in RELIGION AND THE PUBLIC
ORDER 3 (D. Giannella ed. 1965) (arguing that any definition must look to the
fundamental character of the truths asserted by the belief system to determine whether
it is a religion); and Gail Merel, *The Protection of Individual Choice: A Consistent
(advocating a constitutional approach which distinguishes between beliefs as labeled by
the adherent: any multidimensional system of beliefs sincerely asserted as religiously
held).
and religious belief systems.\textsuperscript{196} He points out that our society continues to differentiate between moral views that flow from a belief in the supernatural or in a transcendent reality from other moral views.\textsuperscript{197} In his view, defining religion by reference to a transcendent reality and supernatural explanation of life restores the intuitively necessary spiritual component to religion.\textsuperscript{198} At the same time, this tighter definition avoids the slippery slope of free exercise claims based only on depth of individual belief without reference to what is recognizably religious.\textsuperscript{199}

Steven Collier proposes a more organizationally based test for religion, founded on four elements. He argues that courts evaluating free exercise claims for exemption must determine whether the claimant belongs to an organization; whether that organization imposes moral demands on its members; whether these demands are based on insights into the meaning of existence; and whether membership involves engaging in conduct or practices based on beliefs.\textsuperscript{200}

Collier argues that the organizational requirement reflects the reality that religion is practiced by communities of believers and that the requirement contributes an objective measure for religious belief.\textsuperscript{201} The requirement for moral demands based on

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{196} Agnishwar, \textit{supra} note 189, at 297 ("Religion is a system of beliefs, based upon supernatural assumptions, that posits the existence of apparent evil, suffering or ignorance in the world and announces a means of salvation or redemption from those conditions.").
\item \textsuperscript{197} \textit{Id.} at 332.
\item \textsuperscript{198} \textit{Id.} at 333.
\item \textsuperscript{199} \textit{Id.} at 324.
\item \textsuperscript{200} Collier, \textit{supra} note 161, at 998-99.
\item \textsuperscript{201} \textit{Id.} at 995.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
an understanding of the meaning of existence fulfills two of the principle functions of
religion in society--providing a system of morality and an explanation of the meaning of
life.202 This requirement also distinguishes religion from other belief systems that
encourage or mandate morality. The final requirement that religion include conduct or
practices reflects the function religion plays in adherents lives203 and provides another
objective measure for the factfinder.204

Collier summarizes his approach by stating, "Anything that does not serve the
functions religion normally serves in society should not receive the protections of the
religion clauses."205

George Freeman rejects efforts to define religion, arguing instead that the most
one can do is identify significant indicia of religion and then measure a given claim
against this paradigm to determine the relative strength of the claim. His paradigm
consists of the following eight relevant features:

(1) A belief in a Supreme Being;
(2) A belief in a transcendent reality;
(3) A moral code;
(4) A world view which provides an account of our role in the universe and
which organizes the believer's life;
(5) Sacred rituals and holy days;

\footnotesize

202 Id. at 988.
203 Id. at 1000.
204 Id. at 996.
205 Id. at 1000.
(6) Worship and prayer;

(7) A sacred text or scriptures; and

(8) Membership in a social organization that promotes a religious belief system.\textsuperscript{206}

Freeman refuses to say which combinations are sufficient to constitute religion, leaving to the factfinder the role of measuring a given claim against the factors in the paradigm.

Each of the three paradigms or definitions share certain characteristics, which demonstrates that religion possesses an identifiable degree of consistency. Each acknowledges the significance of a supernatural or transcendent reality, which distinguishes religion from secular belief systems. Each acknowledges the significance of a cosmology or explanation for the meaning of existence, which also distinguishes religion from secular belief systems. Finally, each acknowledges the significance of a moral code linked to a cosmology and transcendent reality.

Freeman's paradigm and Collier's four-functional-element test each recognize the significance of an organized community of adherents. Freeman and Collier also recognize the significance of behavior or activities shaped by the organization's moral code and understanding of the meaning of existence.

The guidance from Congress and the Supreme Court, along with the three proposals discussed above, facilitate a workable approach to defining religion in the context of conscientious objection. Congress evidenced a clear intent to distinguish secular belief systems from religion.\textsuperscript{207} The Supreme Court has stated that the

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{206} Freeman, supra note 103, at 1553. \\
\textsuperscript{207} See supra p. 61-62.
\end{flushright}
government should not distinguish between theistic and nontheistic religions. The Court also has impliedly endorsed the idea of a community of adherents as a requirement for religion and has clearly stated that purely secular beliefs, such as personal beliefs and philosophy, fall outside the protections of the First Amendment religion clauses.

Drawing upon all of this guidance, the Department of Defense should adopt the following definition for "religious training and belief" in the in-service conscientious objector program:

Beliefs arising from recognition of a supernatural component to life. This supernatural component may be represented by belief in God, belief in an afterlife, or belief in the ability to reach a higher existence beyond the world as we understand it. These beliefs must provide an explanation for existence; must impose moral obligations; must encourage or demand specific behaviors or practices; and must be shared by a community of believers.

This definition incorporates factors such as supernatural belief and an explanation for existence, both of which distinguish religious belief from secular belief systems. This proposal also provides objective criteria that not only are more readily identifiable to a factfinder, but also indicate to society that the believer is engaging in the practice of religion. The adverse consequences discussed above demonstrate that the in-service

---

208 See supra notes 176-77 and accompanying text.

209 See supra text accompanying note 178.

210 See supra notes 181-83 and accompanying text.
conscientious objector program ought not recognize as "religion" that which the society cannot recognize as "religion." This definition corrects the overbroad reach of the Seeger-Welsh standard and, by doing so, redresses the many adverse consequences accompanying that standard.²¹¹


Although both Seeger and Welsh were decided as cases of statutory interpretation, concurring opinions in both cases and many commentators have ascribed constitutional significance to the definition of religion the Court attached to the statutory phrase "religious training and belief."²¹² If this is true, then restricting the definition of "religious training and belief" as proposed would run afoul of constitutionally protected interests.

Even before reaching the constitutional questions, one must deal with the question of whether the military has the regulatory authority to redirect its in-service conscientious objector program away from the Selective Service model as interpreted by the Supreme Court. If the two programs are linked statutorily, then the military must either accept the status quo or seek congressional action to change the current in-service program.

²¹¹ See supra part V.A.2.

²¹² United States v. Seeger, 380 U.S. at 188 (Douglas, J., concurring); Welsh v. United States, 398 U.S. at 357-58 (Harlan, J. concurring); see Greenawalt, supra note 73, at 39; Paris, supra note 122, at 455-56; Collier, supra note 161, at 982; Freeman, supra note 103, at 1526, n.45; Agneshwar, supra note 189, at 300-303.
Congress has given the military independant authority to govern its internal personnel matters.\textsuperscript{213} This authority permits the military to establish its own system of internal governance as long as it is not inconsistent with applicable constitutional and statutory obligations. Therefore, the Department of Defense has the independant authority to amend, or even abolish, its in-service conscientious objector program as long as it does not run afoul of constitutional obligations or Congress's lawmaking.

The constitutional arguments surrounding the issue of conscientious objection follow two separate lines of analysis, relying on the two different guarantees of religious freedom found in the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{214} One theory argues for a constitutional right to conscientious objection based upon the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{215} In the context of the proposed definition of "religious training and belief," this theory argues that the more restrictive definition violates the Free Exercise Clause. The second theory states that the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment forbids the government from discriminating between "religious" and "nonreligious" conscientious objectors or from creating a system to accomplish that

\textsuperscript{213} See 10 U.S.C. § 113 (b) (1988) (granting the Secretary of Defense "authority, direction, and control over the Dep't of Defense"); id. § 121 ("The President may prescribe regulations to carry out his functions, powers, and duties under this title"); id. § 125 ("The Secretary shall take appropriate action (including the transfer, reassignment, consolidation, or abolition of any function, power, or duty) to provide more effective, efficient, and economical administration and operation and to eliminate duplication in the Dep't of Defense"); id. § 3061 ("The President may prescribe regulations for the government of the Army"); id. § 8061 ("The President may prescribe regulations for the government of the Air Force").

\textsuperscript{214} "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. . .." U.S. CONST. amend. I.

\textsuperscript{215} See Sturm, supra note 80, at 265.
Both theories founder on the shoals of the Supreme Court's constitutional jurisprudence in the area of the First Amendment's religion guarantees.

a. Free Exercise Challenge

The first theory of constitutional involvement in the conscientious objector process, that the Free Exercise Clause obliges the government to recognize a right to conscientious objection, is no stranger to the courts or commentators and uniformly has failed to carry the day. While the Supreme Court has never ruled squarely on this proposition, a consistent string of comments in dicta, supported by the Court's holdings in conscientious objection cases in other contexts, indicates that the Free Exercise Clause does not create a right to conscientious objection to military service, nor would the Free Exercise Clause invalidate the proposed definition.

The Supreme Court repeatedly stated in a string of cases during the first half of this century that it found no right to conscientious objection to compelled military service in the Constitution. The Court's first reference to the government's ability to compel military service, even in the face of religious convictions that conflicted with such service, appeared in *Jacobson v. Massachusetts*, 217—a case which dealt not with military service, but with compulsory smallpox vaccinations. In the *Selective Draft Cases*, 218 the Court ruled on a free exercise challenge to the draft in World War I as applied to the

216 See Welsh v. United States, 398 U.S. at 356-59 (Harlan, J., concurring); Sullivan, supra note 85.

217 And yet he may be compelled, by force if need be, against his will and without regard to his personal wishes or his pecuniary interests or even his religious or political convictions, to take his place in the ranks of the army of his country and risk the chance of being shot down in its defense.

197 U.S. 11 (1905).

218 245 U.S. 366 (1918).
conscientious objectors. The Court's treatment of the free exercise argument, however, was terse at best, rejecting the claim "because we think its unsoundness is too apparent to require us to do more."\textsuperscript{219}

Between the two World Wars the Court used two other, nonmilitary cases to restate its belief that the Constitution did not protect a right to conscientious objection to compelled military service. In \textit{United States v. MacIntosh},\textsuperscript{220} the Court included dicta in its opinion that clearly stated its belief that the draft exemption for conscientious objectors was a matter of legislative policy and not constitutional obligation. The Court commented, "The conscientious objector is relieved from the obligation to bear arms in obedience to no constitutional provision, express or implied; but because, and only because, it has accorded with the policy of Congress thus to relieve him."\textsuperscript{221}

In the second case, \textit{Hamilton v. Regents},\textsuperscript{222} the Court upheld a requirement that all male students at the University of California, Berkley, enroll in military science courses. The petitioner challenged the requirement on the basis, among others, that the requirement violated the religious and conscientious beliefs of students opposed to war and military training.\textsuperscript{223} The Court denied the challenge, citing the voluntary nature of university enrollment and the dicta from \textit{MacIntosh} and \textit{Jacobson} on the military obligations that government may compel of citizens, even those conscientiously opposed

\textsuperscript{219} \textit{Id.} at 390.


\textsuperscript{221} \textit{Id.} at 623-24.

\textsuperscript{222} 293 U.S 245 (1939).

\textsuperscript{223} \textit{Id.} at 253.
to military service.\textsuperscript{226} Finally, in the 1946 case \textit{In re Summers},\textsuperscript{225} the Court again took the opportunity to comment in dicta that the conscientious objector exemption was a matter of legislative grace and could be repealed.\textsuperscript{226}

Although many commentators\textsuperscript{227} and some courts\textsuperscript{228} have criticized these cases, the Supreme Court nevertheless referred to them again more recently in dicta suggesting that the Constitution does not mandate relief for conscientious objectors.\textsuperscript{229} The circuit courts that have squarely faced the issue of whether the Constitution mandates a conscientious objector exemption have found no such obligation.\textsuperscript{230} The Court's most recent free exercise jurisprudence supports this conclusion. Even prior to these most recent conscientious objection cases, however, the Supreme Court's opinion in \textit{Gillette v. United States}\textsuperscript{231} demonstrated that the Court would not apply a close scrutiny standard

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{226} \textit{Id.} at 255.
\item \textsuperscript{225} 325 U.S. 561 (1945).
\item \textsuperscript{226} \textit{Id.} at 572.
\item \textsuperscript{228} \textit{See Anderson v. Laird}, 466 F.2d 283, 295 n.80 (1972), \textit{cert. denied}, 409 U.S. 1076 (1972) (criticizing \textit{Hamilton}, while upholding a Free Exercise challenge to mandatory chapel attendance at the United States Military Academy).
\item \textsuperscript{229} \textit{Gillette v. United States}, 401 U.S. 437, 461 n.23 (1971).
\item \textsuperscript{231} 401 U.S. 437 (1971).
\end{itemize}
to free exercise challenges to the conscientious objector exemption. The Court’s subsequent decisions in conscientious objection cases, both within and outside the military context, verify that the Court will apply a deferential standard to cases of conscientious objection to military service.

In *Gillette*, the Court upheld against Free Exercise and Establishment Clause challenges the statutory and regulatory restriction that a conscientious objector must object to all wars. Although the Court explicitly ruled on the free exercise challenge, it did not apply the "compelling government interest-least restrictive alternative" standard from *Sherbert v. Verner* to determine whether the government restriction violated the Constitution. Rather, the Court held, "The incidental burdens felt by persons in petitioner's position are strictly justified by substantial government interests that relate directly to the very impacts questioned." The Court, therefore, changed the standard of review for this free exercise challenge from "compelling government interest-no less restrictive alternative" to "substantial government interests-related directly to the impacts on free exercise interests."

The Court found two substantial government interests that justified the infringement on free exercise interests. The first of these was "the interest in

---

232 374 U.S. 398 (1963) (imposing a heavy burden of proof on the government of demonstrating compelling government interest and no less restrictive alternatives in order to justify a substantial infringement of free exercise interests-the so-called "strict scrutiny" analysis).


234 401 U.S. at 462.
maintaining a fair system for determining 'who serves when not all serve.' Justice Marshall, writing for the Court, was concerned with the difficulty of fairly and uniformly distinguishing claims of objectors to particular wars based on religious beliefs from those based on political or other unprotected beliefs. Marshall pointed out, "There is a danger that as between two would-be objectors, both having the same complaint against a war, that objector would succeed who is more articulate, better educated, or better counseled."236

The Court further described its concern over an unfair system as follows: [R]eal dangers [would arise]... if an exemption were made available that in its nature could not be administered fairly and uniformly over the run of relevant fact situations. Should it be thought that those who go to war are chosen unfairly or capriciously, then a mood of bitterness and cynicism might corrode the spirit of public service and the values of willing performance of a citizen's duties that are the very heart of free government.237

Accordingly, the Court found that fairness in the administration of the conscientious objector program is a "substantial government interest" sufficient to justify infringement of free exercise interests.

The second government interest the Court cited was "the government's interest in procuring the manpower necessary for military purposes pursuant to the constitutional

235 Id. at 455 (quoting a portion of the title of the MARSHALL REPORT, supra note 129, (In Pursuit of Equity: Who Serves When Not All Serve?)).

236 Id. at 457.

237 Id. at 460.
grant of power to Congress to raise and support armies.\textsuperscript{238} This interest apparently is the larger interest within which the fairness of the conscientious objector program is subsumed.

Although the Court did not discuss them in its analysis, the free exercise impacts that arose in \textit{Gillette} were that military service in Vietnam violated the petitioners' religious beliefs that forbade their participating in "unjust" wars.\textsuperscript{239} The Court, however, did not examine either the depth of the free exercise infringement posed by compelled military service against petitioners' religious beliefs or the effectiveness of compelling military service of persons who were forbidden by their religion from participating in the Vietnam war.

The Court's opinion in \textit{Gillette} stood for three propositions concerning the analysis of Free Exercise claims against conscientious objection programs. First, after \textit{Gillette}, Courts could not adjudicate these claims according to the compelling government interest standard. Instead, they would have to adopt the more lenient standard requiring substantial government interests related directly to the burdens those interests impose on protected interests. Second, courts could not inquire into the actual necessity for imposing the burden, but had to accept as sufficient the potential for disruption of the government's substantial interests. Finally, courts would permit

\textsuperscript{238} \textit{Id.} at 462.

\textsuperscript{239} \textit{Id.} at 439-40.
fundamental infringements upon deeply held free exercise interests if the government could meet its relatively light burden of proof.\textsuperscript{240}

As a way of illustrating this last point, *Gillette* stands for the proposition that the government actually may compel wartime military service from an individual whose deeply held religious beliefs forbid such service because of the unjust nature of the war. The Court’s analytically gentle treatment of the government’s position in *Gillette* was a harbinger of what was to come in the judicial review of military decisionmaking.

A series of subsequent conscientious objector cases in other contexts confirmed that the Court had abandoned the compelling government interest test for these cases—certainly in the military context. In *Johnson v. Robison*,\textsuperscript{241} the Court again used the substantial interests standard to uphold a statute that denied veteran’s benefits to conscientious objectors who performed alternative service. The Court cited “the government’s substantial interest in raising and supporting armies” as justifying the burden on the objectors’ free exercise interests.\textsuperscript{242} In *Goldman v. Weinberger*,\textsuperscript{243} the Court denied a free exercise claim against an Air Force uniform regulation that prohibited a Jewish officer from wearing a yarmulke. The Court’s very brief opinion merely cited the government’s interest in uniformity as a matter of military necessity, which justified the regulatory restriction. The opinion did not analyze the nature or

\textsuperscript{240} See also United States v. Ehlert, 402 U.S. 99 (1970) (upholding the restriction in the conscientious objector program that such objections must be claimed prior to induction or they will be waived).

\textsuperscript{241} 415 U.S. 361 (1974).

\textsuperscript{242} Id. at 384.

\textsuperscript{243} 475 U.S. 503 (1986).
scope of the free exercise imposition that resulted, nor did it inquire into the reasonableness of the regulation in serving the asserted government interest.

The final case in this series, Employment Division, Department of Human Resources of Oregon v. Smith,\textsuperscript{244} demonstrates how the Court has backed away from free exercise challenges to governmental activity. Justice Scalia, writing for the Court, limited the scope of the compelling government interest test to two circumstances only. One circumstance requiring the compelling government interest test arises when conscientious objectors to government requirements invoke other constitutionally protected rights in addition to Free Exercise interests.\textsuperscript{245} The other circumstance occurs when the government has denied unemployment benefits under circumstances that penalized the exercise of religious beliefs.\textsuperscript{246}

Scalia summarized the holding in Employment Division v. Smith by saying the "right of free exercise does not relieve an individual of the obligation to comply with a 'valid and neutral law of general applicability' on the ground that the law proscribes (or prescribes) conduct that his religion prescribes (or proscribes)."\textsuperscript{247} He further stated that, although the government may accommodate religious practices that conflict with generally applicable and otherwise valid laws, the Constitution does not mandate any such exemptions.\textsuperscript{248}

\textsuperscript{244} 494 U.S. 872 (1990).
\textsuperscript{245} Id. at 889.
\textsuperscript{246} Id. at 891.
\textsuperscript{247} Id. at 879 (quoting United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 263 (1982) (Stevens, J., concurring)).
\textsuperscript{248} Id. at 890.
The minimalist position adopted by the Court in *Employment Division v. Smith* reflects the Court’s growing unease over recognizing a constitutional right to object, on grounds of religious conscience, to government actions or governmentally imposed obligations. This unease has been present throughout the Court’s conscientious objection jurisprudence. Commentators likewise have noted the contradictions inherent in recognizing free exercise exemptions, but limiting the circumstances in which such exemptions are required because of the potential for an unacceptable collective impact on government operations. The Court resolved this ambivalence in *Employment Division v. Smith* by handing the issue back to the legislative branch. It effectively held that government is free to accommodate religion, but is not constitutionally obliged to do so, as long as government does not target religious groups or practices.

In addition to the Supreme Court precedents that address the issue of conscientious objection, another line of cases affect any judicial review of military actions infringing upon soldiers’ constitutionally protected interests. *Goldman v. Weinberger* is just one of a series of military cases over the past twenty years in which the Supreme Court repeatedly has reaffirmed its commitment to practice judicial deference when reviewing military actions or actions pursuant to Congress’s war powers.

---

249 See, e.g., Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. at 420-21 n.2 (Harlan, J., dissenting) (granting exemptions to religion-neutral laws risks rising claims of free exercise exemptions from all manner of government obligations); United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252 (1982) (upholding a Social Security tax against free exercise challenge by Amish on the grounds that no principled method existed to distinguish the Amish conscientious objections from others’ nonreligious objections, and citing the example of war tax resisters as evidence of the unworkable nature of such exemptions).

Even during the 1960s, a period of significant judicial intrusion into military and congressional war powers decisionmaking,\textsuperscript{251} the Court professed deference to military expertise in such matters.\textsuperscript{252} This professed deference assumed real meaning in later cases such as \textit{Parker v. Levy},\textsuperscript{253} \textit{Brown v. Glines},\textsuperscript{254} \textit{Rostker v. Goldberg},\textsuperscript{255} \textit{Goldman v. Weinberger},\textsuperscript{256} and \textit{Solorio v. United States},\textsuperscript{257} in which the Court adopted a deferential

\textsuperscript{251} See, e.g., United States v. Seeger, 380 U.S. 163 (1965) (interpreting the Selective Service law's conscientious objector exemption very broadly); Welsh v. United States, 398 U.S. 333 (1970) (expanding the Selective Service CO exemption even further after Congress amended the law to legislatively overrule Seeger); Gutknecht v. United States, 396 U.S. 460 (1970) (overturning the Selective Service System practice of inducting delinquent registrants into the military); O'Callahan v. Parker, 395 U.S. 258 (1969), overruled by \textit{Solorio v. United States}, 483 U.S. 435 (1987) (holding the military does not possess criminal jurisdiction to prosecute a soldier under military law unless it can demonstrate that the offense was "service-connected" with \textit{Solorio} expressly overruling the "service-connection" requirement).

\textsuperscript{252} See \textit{Earl Warren, The Bill of Rights and the Military}, 37 N.Y.U. L. REV. 181, 186-87 (1962) ("So far as the relationship of the military to its own personnel is concerned, the basic attitude of the Court has been that the latter's jurisdiction is most limited . . . [T]he tradition of our country, from the time of the revolution until now, has supported the military establishment's broad power to deal with its own personnel. The most obvious reason is that courts are ill-equipped to determine the impact upon discipline that any particular intrusion upon military authority might have").

\textsuperscript{253} 417 U.S. 733, 758 (1974) ("While members of the military are not excluded from the protection granted by the first amendment, the different character of the military community and of the military mission require a different application of these protections").

\textsuperscript{254} 444 U.S. 348 (1980) (applying a substantial government interests test to uphold a prior restraint on speech, justifying this approach by pointing to the military's specialized and separate society, which requires loyalty, discipline and high morale to accomplish the military mission).

\textsuperscript{255} 453 U.S. 57 (1981) (upholding gender-based discrimination in military draft registration based upon the administrative necessity of creating a readily identifiable pool of manpower upon which to draw in a military mobilization).

\textsuperscript{256} 475 U.S. 503 (1986) (upholding Air Force uniform restrictions based on military necessity against constitutional attack for the restrictions' infringement upon free exercise interests).
approach to constitutional challenges to military or congressional war powers
decisionmaking. This deferential review may take the form of modified constitutional
standards or of granting great weight to asserted military interests without real review of
the factual basis for those interests or both.258

The opinion in Rostker v. Goldberg states the Court's general deferential approach
in the context of actions pursuant to congressional war powers as follows: "[J]udicial
deferece to . . . congressional exercise[s] of authority is at its apogee when legislative
action under the congressional authority to raise and support armies and make rules and
regulations for its governance is challenged."259 Rostker v. Goldberg upheld Congress's
decision to limit draft registration to men against a challenge that this violated Fifth
Amendment equal protection interests. The Court found the government interest in
administrative efficiency in generating a pool of manpower for military purposes
sufficient to justify gender-based discrimination.

The Court in Goldman v. Weinberger outlined its similarly deferential approach in
the more specific circumstance of First Amendment challenges to military action as
follows: "[R]eview of military regulations challenged on First Amendment grounds is far
more deferential than constitutional review of similar laws or regulations designed for
civilian society."260 The Court justified these deferential approaches by noting the

257 483 U.S. 435 (1987) (upholding exercise of military criminal law jurisdiction over
offenses not related to military service against a challenge that such jurisdiction deprived
service personnel of constitutional protections).

258 Folk, supra note 168, at 76-78.

259 453 U.S. at 70.

260 475 U.S. at 507.
unique needs and character of the military society and of the military mission.\textsuperscript{261} The Court also pointed to the express constitutional grants of authority to the legislative and executive branch to organize and control the armed forces.\textsuperscript{262} Finally, the Court pointed to a judicial lack of expertise in this area as another reason for deference to military decisionmaking.\textsuperscript{263}

These Supreme Court precedents in the area of free exercise and in the more general area of constitutional review of military decisionmaking guide the analysis of whether the proposed definition of "religious training and belief" can withstand challenge under the Free Exercise Clause. Initially, \textit{Employment Division v. Smith} indicates that the entire in-service conscientious objector program is discretionary. The legal obligations of soldiers voluntarily serving on active duty arise from religion-neutral and otherwise valid laws of general applicability.\textsuperscript{264} The Constitution does not require the government to accommodate the free exercise interests of persons whose religious beliefs may conflict with the obligations imposed by such laws.\textsuperscript{265} This conclusion is consistent with every pronouncement the Supreme Court has ever made on the subject of whether the government is obliged to exempt conscientious objectors from military service.

\textsuperscript{261} Parker v. Levy, 417 U.S. at 758.

\textsuperscript{262} Rostker v. Goldberg, 453 U.S. at 57.


\textsuperscript{264} These laws include the statutory provisions governing military enlistments and appointments of officers. \textit{See} 10 U.S.C. § 505 (1988) (military enlistments and reenlistments); \textit{id.} § 651 (1988) (required service obligations of all personnel becoming members of the armed forces—including officers).

\textsuperscript{265} 494 U.S. at 890.
After identifying the discretionary nature of a conscientious objector program, the principles from *Gillette, Goldman v. Weinberger*, and the cases applying the principle of deference to military decisionmaking guide a review of the constitutionality of the scope of the program. The proposed definition\(^2\) excludes secular objectors and those who claim a personal faith lacking the indicia by which society identifies a religion. Applying the principles of the cases outlined above, the proposed definition does not unconstitutionally infringe these persons' free exercise interests.

If the claimants' conscientious objections are based on philosophy or other purely secular beliefs, they fall outside the proposed definition and likewise outside the scope of free exercise protection as defined in *Wisconsin v. Yoder*.\(^6\) Even assuming the claimants were able to demonstrate a religious basis for their conscientious objections, but one that fell outside the definition, the deferential standard of review under *Goldman* would require only that the government demonstrate a military necessity justifying the infringement on free exercise interests. In this case, the proposed definition is justified by the need for fairness and administrative efficiency in administering the in-service conscientious objector program.\(^8\) These are precisely the same government interests that the Court found "substantial" in *Gillette* and that the

\(^{266}\) Beliefs arising from a recognition of a supernatural component to life. This supernatural component may be represented by belief in God; belief in an afterlife; or belief in the ability to reach a higher existence beyond the world as we understand it. These beliefs must provide an explanation for existence; must impose moral obligations; must encourage specific behaviors or practices; and must be shared by a community of adherants.

*See supra* part V.A.3.

\(^{267}\) *See supra* pp. 63-64 and accompanying notes.

\(^{268}\) *See supra* part V.A.2.
Court found to justify gender-based discrimination in *Rostker v. Goldberg*. Given the genuine government interests involved and the reasonable basis for the definition, the proposed definition satisfies the Supreme Court's standard of review for free exercise challenges to military decisionmaking.

b. Establishment Challenge

The First Amendment's prohibition against establishment of religion raises a potential challenge to the proposed definition under the theory that the definition impermissibly favors religion over nonreligion and certain disfavored religions. Although the Supreme Court's jurisprudence in the area of the Establishment Clause is far from clear,\(^{269}\) the approach adopted by the Court in *Gillette* and the deferential standard of review in First Amendment cases in the military indicate that the proposed definition would meet constitutional requirements.

The gist of the Establishment Clause challenge is that, by using religious criteria to define the class of persons eligible to benefit from the conscientious objector program, the government is selectively favoring, and thereby endorsing, religion as defined by the government. Taken to its logical conclusion, this argument would preclude the government from ever accommodating the religious beliefs or obligations of any person. Obviously, this cannot be the government's obligation under the

\(^{269}\) See, e.g., *Lynch v. Donnelly*, 465 U.S. 668 (1983) (split court); County of Allegheny v. American Civil Liberties Union, 492 U.S. 573 (1989) (opinion of the Court upholding one challenged governmental action, but a separate majority finding against a second challenged governmental activity; five different opinions in the case); *Lee v. Weisman*, 112 S. Ct. 2649 (1992) (opinion of the Court did not rely on *Lemon v. Kurtzman*, 403 U.S. 602 (1971), in its analysis even though *Lemon* previously had been the most commonly applied analytical approach to Establishment Clause cases; three opinions in the case).
Constitution; otherwise the government continually would be inhibiting citizens' free exercise rights.

In *Everson v. Board of Education*, the Court first articulated its belief that the Establishment Clause requires government neutrality toward religion. The Court has spent the last forty-five years trying to cobble together a constitutional test or standard that could enforce this neutrality universally.

The Court in *Gillette*, however, did determine how to enforce the Establishment Clause admonishment to neutrality in the context of conscientious objection to military service. Justice Marshall began his Establishment Clause analysis by ensuring the conscientious objection exemption did not require affiliation with any particular denomination or theological position. The Court did not find the exemption to represent an impermissible government endorsement merely because it required religious objections as a prerequisite to eligibility.

The Court then found that the law did not discriminate between religions or on the basis of religious beliefs except for beliefs regarding war, thereby effecting a possible *de facto* discrimination against religious beliefs espousing just war theory. Once it

---


273 *Id.* at 250.
found possible *de facto* discrimination amounting, to the government selectively favoring one form of religious belief over another, the Court examined whether the government had a neutral, secular basis for the classification. The Court found that the statute's intent was not to favor one religion over another and that its neutral, secular purpose was to promote a "fair, even-handed and uniform" selection process. Applying this analytical scheme to the proposed definition, leads to the same result that the Court reached in *Gillette*. Although the in-service conscientious objector program requires religious belief as a prerequisite to eligibility, as in *Gillette*, this alone does not violate the Establishment Clause prohibition. Though the proposed definition is broad enough to encompass just about any belief system that society would recognize as constituting religion, it may amount to a *de facto* discrimination against certain personal beliefs that the adherents claim to constitute religion. As proposed, however, the government's purpose in defining religion is not to discriminate between religions, but to ensure an even-handed and efficient mechanism for evaluating claims for conscientious objector status. This is the same purpose that the Court found to be sufficient to justify the exclusion of religion-based selective conscientious objectors in *Gillette*.

The analysis from *Gillette* indicates that the proposed definition passes constitutional muster. The Court's subsequent holding in *Goldman v. Weinberger*, that the standard of review in First Amendment cases involving the military is much more deferential than the standard in civilian cases, only reinforces the outcome in this

---

274 *Id.* at 455.; see also supra pp. 65-67 (discussing the substantial government interests that the Court found to justify the *de facto* discrimination and free exercise infringement present in *Gillette*).

275 *See supra*, note 260.
The Court, by that time, had consistently applied this deferential standard in other, military First Amendment cases.\(^{276}\)

The Supreme Court’s jurisprudence in the area of challenges to military or congressional war powers decisionmaking, under either the Free Exercise Clause or the Establishment Clause, would uphold the proposed definition. The many cases applying a deferential standard of review to such challenges demonstrate that the Court simply does not apply a close scrutiny standard in these circumstances.\(^{277}\) When the military can articulate a neutral and secular purpose for the definition,\(^{278}\) that military decision will withstand constitutional attack.

B. Correcting Administrative Difficulties Under the Current In-Service Conscientious Objector Program

The current in-service conscientious objector program suffers from several administrative problems, many but not all of which will be resolved by adopting the proposed definition of "religious training and belief."\(^{279}\) Besides the practical difficulties caused by a confusing and overbroad standard, the current program suffers from having to rely upon investigations conducted under circumstances that create an unacceptable potential for a lack of uniformity, accuracy, and fairness.

\(^{276}\) See supra notes 253, 254.

\(^{277}\) See supra part V.A.4.a.

\(^{278}\) See supra part V.A.2. (discussing the adverse consequences of the current, overbroad standard).

\(^{279}\) See supra note 266.
The in-service conscientious objector program mandates an investigation by an officer outside the claimant's chain of command. These investigations, however--critical as they are to ensuring uniform, accurate, and fair outcomes--are subject to the same weaknesses that led to criticism of the Selective Service conscientious objector exemption process. Commentators criticized the conscientious objector exemption administered by the Selective Service during the Vietnam War era as "unreliable." These writers pointed to several factors that led to a lack of uniformity, accuracy, and fairness in implementing the exemption. Measuring the current program against the problem areas identified from the Selective Service experience reveals that many of the same problems affect the current in-service program.

The very nature of an inquiry into a claim of conscientious objector status requires a rigorous approach. Investigating an individual's personal religious beliefs and value system is a complicated, personal, and abstract matter. Such an inquiry requires sensitivity, as well as familiarity with the applicable standards and a willingness to pursue inconsistencies or ambiguities in the claimant's information.

One criticism of the Selective Service program was that the local draft boards examining conscientious objector claims had no special experience or expertise in investigating such matters. Furthermore, because of the small number of

---

280 See supra notes 58-62 and accompanying text.

281 Field, supra note 163, at 889.

282 See supra note 177.

283 Rabin, supra note 174, at 1017-18; Field, supra note 163, at 894.
conscientious objector claims, the local boards were never able to develop sufficient
familiarity or expertise to ensure uniform and accurate results.\textsuperscript{284}

The in-service conscientious objector program is subject to these same
shortcomings. The Department of Defense directive does not require any special
expertise or qualifications of the officer appointed to investigate a conscientious
objection claim.\textsuperscript{285} As a result, investigating officers receive their appointments on an
ad hoc basis, which becomes apparent in the uneven quality of the reports of
investigation. Some investigations are very comprehensive, while others do little more
than recite standards from the regulation.\textsuperscript{286}

Conscientious objector claims are not common.\textsuperscript{287} As a result, investigating
officers cannot draw upon a well of experience in investigating such cases. This is a
particularly disabling circumstance in the often complicated and always very personal
matter of investigating the sincerity of deeply held beliefs.

Being able to draw upon some measure of expertise is particularly important in
investigating conscientious objector cases because these cases involve two persons--the
investigating officer on the one hand and the claimant on the other--with fundamentally
conflicting views on the morality of their continued participation in the military. This
circumstance parallels the situation during the draft era when a large percentage of the

---

\textsuperscript{284} Rabin, \textit{supra} note 174, at 1018.

\textsuperscript{285} 32 C.F.R. § 75.6(d) ("Commanders . . . will appoint an officer in the grade of 0-3
or higher to investigate the applicant's claim").

\textsuperscript{286} Darpino interview, \textit{supra} note 78.

\textsuperscript{287} \textit{See supra} note 3.
volunteer members of local draft boards were members of veterans organizations.\textsuperscript{288}

That the two concerned parties apparently come to the investigation with incompatible beliefs gives rise to the inference that the investigating officer may harbor hostility to the claimant’s position—a position that rejects some of the fundamental values to which the investigating officer has devoted his or her life.\textsuperscript{289}

Accordingly, the investigating officer must be careful to avoid judging the claimant’s values and beliefs according to the investigating officer’s own values and beliefs. This becomes very difficult, however, when, as happened during Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm, an investigating officer is preparing for the same deployment which the claimant would avoid if granted conscientious objector status.\textsuperscript{290}

Even if the investigating officer can put aside his or her own beliefs, conducting the kind of searching and independent investigation that the process requires to ensure accuracy, uniformity, and fairness is difficult during preparation for deployment.\textsuperscript{291}

Another shortcoming commentators identified in the Selective Service conscientious objector program was the inadequacy of the information available from the investigation because of the source of most of the information. Dean Zillman, in his article reviewing the in-service process as it existed in 1972, described the records of investigation before the Conscientious Objector Review Board as “woefully inadequate”

\textsuperscript{288} Rabin, \textit{supra} note 174, at 1019.

\textsuperscript{289} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{290} Darpino interview, \textit{supra} note 78.

\textsuperscript{291} Freeman interview, \textit{supra} note 86.
to support a reasoned conclusion on the complex issue of the claimant’s sincerity.²⁹² He pointed out that much of the paper record was generated by the applicant himself who, with competent counsel, easily could create a prima facie case.²⁹³ Professor Field was likewise critical of the Selective Service procedure, which also tended to rely heavily—if not almost exclusively—on information provided by the claimant.²⁹⁴ This created a situation ripe for fraud.

Unfortunately, the current in-service conscientious objector program faces the same problems. Although the Department of Defense directive states that the purpose of the investigation is to create a complete record to facilitate an informed decision,²⁹⁵ the directive gives little guidance on what might constitute a complete record. Because the directive permits the investigating officer to define the scope of the investigation, the directive creates the strong possibility that the investigation will focus simply on whatever information the claimant offers. As one investigating officer candidly observed, "... [The investigation] was more the case he brought me."²⁹⁶ This is not surprising given the extremely personal nature of much of the relevant information; the conflicting priorities of the investigating officer, particularly in a deployment situation; and the relative lack of experience the investigating officer brings to this new and complex problem.

²⁹² Zillman, supra note 85, at 126.
²⁹³ Id.
²⁹⁴ Field, supra note 163, at 898.
²⁹⁵ 32 C.F.R. § 75.6(d)(2).
²⁹⁶ Freeman interview, supra note 86.
The Department of Defense could improve the quality of the investigation by centralizing the process. The military should designate the investigating officer in advance of any conscientious objector claims and assign that officer either a unit or area jurisdiction, such as a Corps in the active Army or a Corps-equivalent in the Reserves and other services. This would enable the investigating officer to benefit from experience as he or she investigates cases and develops practical expertise that he or she can pass along to the replacement officer.

The designated investigating officer should be a judge advocate. Appointing a judge advocate would take advantage of professional education and experience in statutory and regulatory interpretation, evidence analysis, and other skills uniquely useful in investigating conscientious objector cases.

Because of this professional education and experience, a judge advocate, moreso than a line officer, will be familiar with interpreting and applying complex regulatory guidance. A judge advocate, moreso than a line officer, will be familiar with conducting analyses of factual situations according to legal standards. A judge advocate will be familiar with techniques for probing and evaluating the veracity, logical consistency, and probative value of live testimony, written statements, and other forms of evidence. Requiring a judge advocate for the investigating officer would ensure a certain level of expertise in the inquiry process and thereby should contribute to greater uniformity, accuracy, and fairness in the outcome.

The Department of Defense also should require certain procedures concerning the scope of the investigation that would tend to improve the process. The directive should require the investigating officer to interview specific witnesses. The investigating officer should take testimony from the claimant's commander, the claimant's first-line
supervisor, at least two co-workers, and at least one roommate or other person likely to have detailed knowledge of the claimant's beliefs. In addition, the directive should direct the investigating officer to contact the claimant's parent or parents for their statement. These directed interviews would provide the investigating officer with a baseline of information without relying on sources provided by the claimant.

Creating a designated investigating officer from the corps-level staff judge advocate office and directing specific investigative steps will go far toward correcting administrative shortcomings in the conscientious objector factfinding process which have plagued the program for decades. A review of the military's experiences with the in-service conscientious objector program to learn from its past problems is long overdue.

C. Addressing the Fairness Issue of the "Benefiting Conscientious Objector" - Alternative Service

The remaining issue deserving careful consideration is the fairness problem posed by the conscientious objector who seeks a discharge after receiving the benefit of graduate-level or other significant education or professional training at the military's expense. A soldier receiving such training incurs a military service obligation of a period of years. See 10 U.S.C. § 2004 (1988) (outlining the service obligation arising from the Funded Legal Education Program); id. § 2005 (outlining the service obligation arising from the advanced educational assistance program); id. § 2114 (outlining the service obligation arising from attendance at the Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences); id. § 2123 (outlining the service obligation arising from participation in the Health Professions Scholarship program); id. § 2128 (outlining the service obligations arising from participation in the Reserve Component Health Care Professional Financial Assistance program).
soldier a full discharge and release from the obligation if the investigation results in a finding of conscientious objector status.\textsuperscript{298} The Selective Service conscientious objector provision, on the other hand, contains a provision that requires alternative service for registrants granted a conscientious objector exemption.\textsuperscript{299}

The underlying justifications for requiring alternative service of Selective Service registrants granted a conscientious objector exemption from military service during a draft apply equally to the benefiting in-service conscientious objector. As the nation struggled with the question of who ought to be exempted from military service, Congress and others involved in resolving that question repeatedly returned to the guiding theme

\textsuperscript{298} But see id. § 2123(e) (explaining that persons released by a Service Secretary from a military obligation under the Health Professions Scholarship Program may be required to work in a health service capacity in an area designated by the Department of Health and Human Services as suffering from a manpower shortage). This provision, in effect, subjects a medical professional discharged under the in-service conscientious objector program to an alternative service obligation, but this applies only to the Health Professions Scholarship Program.

\textsuperscript{299} The exemption contains the following alternative service provision: Any person claiming exemption from combatant training and service because of such conscientious objections whose claim is sustained by the local board shall, if he is inducted into the armed services under this title [said sections], be assigned to noncombatant service as defined by the President, or shall, if he is found to be conscientiously opposed to participation in such noncombatant service, in lieu of such induction, be ordered by his local board, subject to such regulations as the President may prescribe, to perform for a period equal to the period prescribed in section 4(b) . . . such civilian work contributing to the maintenance of the national health, safety or interest as the Director may deem appropriate. . .

that the system for selecting citizens for military service or for exemptions from military service must be fair.\textsuperscript{300}

If the system were not fair, national unity would be imperiled and those not favored by the exemption process would serve with the bitter knowledge that others equally capable of serving had found undeserved shelter in an exemption.\textsuperscript{301}

Congress responded to this national demand for equity in the context of the conscientious objector by requiring some form of alternative civilian service in lieu of military service.\textsuperscript{302} The principle function of this alternative service was to demonstrate that the burden of national service would be shared equally, even by those whose religious beliefs forbid them from participating in military service.\textsuperscript{303} Commentators have pointed out that the cost of administering these alternative service programs


\textsuperscript{301} See H.R. Doc. No. 75, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 2-3 (1967).


\textsuperscript{303} Monograph, \textit{supra} note 7, at 1.
probably have outweighed any benefit the nation received in terms of actual civilian work performed. Nevertheless, the less tangible benefit of demonstrating a national resolve to administer fairly the process of who serves when not all serve remains a significant, albeit difficult to measure, justification for such programs.

The conscientious objector who has benefited from military-funded graduate or professional education or training should provide alternative service in the name of the same equity and fairness goals Congress historically has pursued in the Selective Service program. The public benefit conveyed the benefiting conscientious objector in the form of advanced education and training comes at significant cost in terms of financial costs, investment in time, and force structure planning costs. The military must double these investments in every case when a benefiting conscientious objector leaves the service. In addition, the military loses the very tangible services that it planned to receive from the benefiting conscientious objector until his or her replacement can be identified, trained, and integrated into the force structure.

Requiring the benefiting conscientious objector to perform alternative service for a period of time equal to his or her now-discharged military obligation would serve to recoup some of the public benefits the nation currently loses each time a benefiting conscientious objector receives a discharge from the military. In addition to this practical public benefit, the nation also would benefit from the public reaffirmation of the concept of fairness and equity in military service. In this case, a soldier selected to

---

304 Field, supra note 163, at 937 n.280.

305 See, Monograph supra note 7, at 4; Field, supra note 163, at 938-40 (proposing a new alternative service arrangement, intended to more closely approximate the degree of imposition actual military service has on registrants, thereby reducing the incentive to make false conscientious objector claims).
receive a significant educational or training benefit must put that investment to use on behalf of the nation that conferred the benefit.

The conscientious objector benefits from recognition of the religious disability that prevents his or her from further military service. The nation benefits from a return on its educational or professional training investment. The military benefits by a clear rejoinder to the cynics who point to yet another medical doctor (or lawyer or Ph.D), taking his or her military-financed skills with his or her to a potentially lucrative civilian practice while leaving a service obligation behind. The military also benefits from the deterrent effect of a program that imposes a service cost on what, until now, might have been perceived as an attractive ticket home. Consequently, an alternative service requirement in the case of conscientious objectors who have benefited from military funded graduate or professional education or from professional training would serve important public interests.

VI. CONCLUSION

The in-service conscientious objector program continues to serve important interests as an expression of national policy, but it suffers from age. The current policy was shaped, in part, by external forces and national interests that no longer exist. Like a used '71 model in a '93 automobile showroom, this product of another time, shaped by the demands of that time, does not meet the needs of the "buyers" it seeks to serve. In this case, the "buyers" are the nation and the nation's military. These "buyers" are not well served by a program designed to meet the needs of an army drawn in large part from conscripted manpower. These "buyers" are not well served by a program shaped in
response to the judicial activism of twenty-five years ago. The current volunteer force has very different needs and must meet an ever-changing and complex mission. The in-service conscientious objector program must be restructured to meet the needs of the nation and its military as they exist today.

A. Necessity for an In-service Conscientious Objector Program

An in-service conscientious objector program serves three enduring purposes, even in an all-volunteer military. Recognizing and excusing religious conscientious objectors from military service continues a long national tradition rising from a national commitment to religious freedom, individual liberty, and democratic pluralism. Providing an in-service conscientious objector program also recognizes the reality that coercing military service from a person whose deeply held religious beliefs forbid such service will seldom make a good soldier. Finally, an in-service conscientious objector program acknowledges the reality that people grow and change throughout their lives. These changes can include changes in a soldier's fundamental belief systems that can, in turn, lead to conflict with that soldier's continued military service. For these reasons, the Department of Defense ought to continue a program to accommodate the needs of the in-service conscientious objector.

B. Necessity for Change in the Current Program

The current in-service conscientious objector program serves a need, but also carries within it several fundamental flaws. The program is burdened with standards
and procedures that proved difficult to implement during the draft era and that have not improved with age.

The current program was designed at a time when the military relied upon the draft as a significant source of its manpower; when the Cold War mission dictated military policy; and when the military was growing to meet the demands of that mission. The current program incorporated judicial standards from litigation involving the Selective Service conscientious objector exemption. These standards were not mandated by the Constitution; were inconsistent with congressional intent in the Selective Service Act; and failed to consider the differences between an in-service conscientious objector program and a conscientious objector program for inductees.

These overinclusive judicial standards proved difficult to apply during the Vietnam War era and continue to cause the same kinds of problems today. The process the military uses to investigate conscientious objector claims proved unwieldy and yielded inconsistent results during the Vietnam War era and continues to cause the same kinds of problems today.

While the flaws in the in-service conscientious objector program remain, the military it serves has undergone fundamental change and continues to change in response to a very different set of national security missions from those of the 1960s. The role of a conscientious objector program in an all-volunteer force is different in subtle ways from the role of a similar program in a force manned to a significant degree by conscripts. The potential impacts of an overbroad conscientious objector program

306 See supra part V.A.2.b.
in a smaller force, increasingly dedicated to crisis response missions are greater than in a larger, garrison-oriented military.\textsuperscript{307}

The publicity surrounding the issue of conscientious objection arising during Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm should serve to remind nation that this issue will return to the surface whenever the nation mobilizes for war. Now is the time to review the program and make the necessary adjustments while the services have the time to examine the impacts and the alternatives, rather than waiting until the next wartime mobilization again points out problems in the program.

C. Inadequacy of the Current Debate Concerning In-service Conscientious Objection

The most recent debate surrounding the issue of in-service conscientious objection, as that debate is defined by press coverage,\textsuperscript{308} criticism of the in-service conscientious objector program from the War Resister's League,\textsuperscript{309} and the legislation proposed in the 102d Congress,\textsuperscript{310} fails to consider the issue as a whole. Rather than exploring the purpose of an in-service conscientious objector policy in a volunteer

\textsuperscript{307} See supra part V.A.2.c.


military and how to best serve that purpose without impairing readiness, the debate focuses on perceived unfairness to the claimant and proposes a range of greater protections and rights for the claimant.

The legislation proposed in the 102d Congress would have codified a right of moral, ethical, or religious conscientious objection to specific military duties, as well as a right of conscientious objection to participation in conflicts specified by the soldier or to participation in all conflicts. The bill would have prohibited the government from denying an applicant conscientious objector status unless the government could prove by clear and convincing evidence that an applicant did not possess the claimed, sincerely-held conscientious objections. The proposed legislation also included detailed investigative and review procedures, as well as the requirement that the military return to the United States any claimants who file their applications while deployed overseas.

The current debate seeks these protections and rights for conscientious objector claimants without regard to the strength of the claim; the effect on military readiness; or even the role of an in-service conscientious objector program in a volunteer military. The potential adverse effects of these proposals on military readiness are many and serious.

The Supreme Court itself recognized the well-nigh impossible administrative burdens a policy of selective conscientious objection, as proposed by the legislation,

311 Id. § 2(a)(1)(c-d).
312 Id. § 2(a)(1)(e).
313 Id. § (1)(g)(2)(B), (1)(j), (1)(k).
would place on the military.\footnote{314} The very broad scope of the proposed legislation’s definition of conscientious objection raises the same fairness and readiness problems discussed earlier.\footnote{315} Contrary to the position adopted in the proposed legislation, even outspoken advocates of greater rights for conscientious objectors would leave the burden of proof with the claimant to avoid the administrative difficulty posed by requiring the government to disprove a claimed sincere belief.\footnote{316} Finally, the legislation’s requirement to return claimants to the United States once they file claims while deployed overseas imposes a heavy logistical and readiness burden and amounts to an invitation to fraud by angry, frightened, homesick, or tired soldiers.

The current debate on in-service conscientious objectors is flawed because it fails to identify and address the fundamental questions that surround the issue of in-service conscientious objection.

Any changes to the in-service conscientious objector program should arise from three basic objectives. The first of these is a clear recognition of the purpose of an in-service conscientious objector in a volunteer military. The second objective must be a commitment to fairness and uniformity. This commitment includes not only fairness to the claimant seeking a discharge or reassignment, but also fairness to the nation that soldier swore to serve and to all the other soldiers who will remain behind should the

\footnote{314} Gillette v. United States, 401 U.S. 437, 454-60 (1971); see also Greenawalt, supra note 73, at 50-65 (discussing the distinct problems posed by selective conscientious objection to fair administration of a conscientious objection program); Seng, supra note 74, at 149 (discussion of the potentially disruptive effect of permitting selective conscientious objection by an otherwise outspoken advocate of expanded rights for conscientious objectors).

\footnote{315} See supra part V.A.2.

\footnote{316} Seng, supra note 74, at 147-48.
claimant receive that discharge or reassignment. Finally, the third objective for any changes to the in-service conscientious objector policy must be an accommodation of the fundamental changes in the military that the policy serves. The changes this thesis recommends flow from and are designed to achieve these three objectives.

D. Benefits of the Proposed Changes

This thesis proposes three changes to the current in-service conscientious objector program.

The first of these changes narrows the scope of the policy—that is the effect of narrowing the definition of “religious training and belief” that qualifies a soldier for conscientious objector status. Narrowing this definition is consistent with Congress’s intent in the conscientious objector provision in the Selective Service Act and follows the national tradition of exempting religious objectors from military service. The proposed definition more closely reflects Americans’ sense of religion and equity in excusing certain persons from military service. The proposed definition also meets constitutional standards.

This definition avoids the potential for greater readiness problems from a vague and broad exemption. This is particularly important should the nation ever again become involved in an unpopular war. The proposed definition also restores greater objectivity to the factfinder’s mission in adjudicating a claim of conscientious objection. This greater objectivity will promote accuracy, uniformity, and fairness in the program.

The second recommended change improves the quality of the investigative process used in adjudicating conscientious objector claims. Using designated judge
advocates from corps or corps-equivalent staff judge advocate offices to investigate applications for conscientious objector status will ensure a certain level of professional expertise and generate a well of experience in investigating these cases. Requiring directed interviews of commanders, colleagues, and family members will ensure a common baseline of information. Combined, these changes will provide a greater degree of uniformity, accuracy, and fairness than the program currently experiences.

The final recommended change requires alternative service of conscientious objectors who incurred service obligations as a result of funded graduate or professional education or training. This requirement would bring greater fairness to the program by recognizing the needs of the conscientious objector, as well as the obligation owed the nation because of the benefit the objector received. Requiring alternative service in these circumstances also would deter the insincere from seeking conscientious objector status as a ticket back to civilian life with a military-funded education or professional training.

The in-service conscientious objector program continues to serve a purpose in the volunteer military. The changes recommended in this thesis will ensure that the program will serve the military and the nation effectively, fairly, and with the least impact on military readiness. Now is the time to trade in the ’71 model--limited as it is by the demands and limitations of its day--for a ‘93 model, free of the defects of the earlier model and designed to meet today’s requirements.